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e studywas to.examiffe whether _printed cues convey-
g,information about spoken intonation patterns mdght aid beginning

readers in the process of synthesizing printed words into\spOken sentences.,
Three ekperimentswere" canducted. To 'represent intonation Patterns, words
were printed in three sites corresponding,to stress-pita levels; and- _

spacing between phrase-boundaries waf extended to reflect pause.points.
Reading with intoned text was contrasted to reading with standard print
haying uniform word size and_apacingand ta_random-print-where-word-size
"d-spaces were varied. unsystematically'. Several tasks--story reading,

,

cioze, sentence reading/recall, rereading--yielded multiple measuies of,
reading behavior on second. third, ind below-grade-level faarth grade.
readers. Hmwevet, children trained to 'read intoned print did not out-
perform standard print or random print graups. These reSults'suggest that
orinted intonation cues are useless to beginning readers. This may be
because. as Goodman. suggests, syntactic .patterns and expectations are ,

fOrted-in the head/before many words are reached withrhe eyes. Hence.
printed word size and spacing cues may come too late-toJhelp readers.
create expectations about how words are to be organiied into sentences.
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A problem 'capturing the interest of psychologists as well as teachers
is the problem of learning to read. Clearly.not all c ildren are able to
--Protit,from the instruction provided in schools, and c nseguently teachers
are hungry far new methodi ana Materials which hbld gT ater'promise of
improving their students' readineskills and their own records of teach-
ing success. Researchers too are concerned aheut the ncidence of read-
ing in schools. . In addition, tiley are curious about and anxiaus
to explain how it is_that peoPle are ,able.to_readhow mature-readers_

-Eiss text so rapidly, how/children:acquire t1s ski ls, and why same
children.appear to find the learning process so eaSy a d automatic while
other erience-much difficulty and frus acion.. _Th present report

-describes series cif studies of beginnin reading int nded to carry
imPlication far psychological theories o reading at ell as for class-

,room riractie

Anal s of the process Qf learn g to read print d English from a
psychol istic perspective reveals mae important 1 guistic-structural
skills t be mastered by'beginning r aaena., They must become conscious
of the c stituents of meaningful sp ech which are sp ffied as discrete

he c nventions,of printed language (i.e., words). They must'learn how
Printid language corresponds ta andlreflects the stru re of spoken
language.- And, once.they have actiieyed somtfroficie cy in analyzin4and
matching its of speech and.print, Ihen'they must le r how to synthesize

se units into grammatical phrases and sentences so as to dertve mean-
ings. -It is the latter capability which is the focus f the set of

-_---stu4ies conducted here .

clear-that even thoagh Children are able t identify theLspoken
atesofprinted forms, they still may not be ab e to derive meaning

a-line of print. Oaken, Wiener 6 Cromer.(1971) i esent evidence that
e process of-'intekrating words into larger phras'es d sentences does 1

not-hit/nen-automatically in children possessing readin knowledge of
indrvidual words. ,They observed poor fifth grade read s who, though
abld to-identify all the words contained inka passage, were not able to
'integrate the words to make sense of the text. If the process of synthe-
siring-Words inp:3,sentenees were simply a matter of ad ing up the mean-
-;ogszofrthe separate lexical units, then few would fin reading difficult.
However,,-it.is:not. Rather synthesis involves the impisition ,of gram-

.

'-maticastructi.iteS" ahd relations gpon the separate uni

Goodman t198, 4970) ,in his psychokingu stic, model Identifies two
'ays thatAuccessful rpaers achieve synthes s'in their reading : .In aTder

, to make sehse-of the prant,they are viewing, beginning eaders transformj
graphic stimuli into oral language forms.:, The mpor:ani feature serving
to integrate-units in, oral language'isgl tonation consist ingot variations

rm
:

_in,_stress, pitch ana-pause (Liebean ;', _67). -Thus, in rder far begin-
-ning ,readers-to create meaningful speech mit of print, t ey must impose,

k approi,riate intonation patterns on the units thek are re ding. ,However,
this is not the case fdr. 'more proficient readers. Rather as a conseque4de
of Extensive reading experience, they have acquired fiinctona1 knowledge
dl.the,structural rpgularitieS of printed language and 'this has replaced
_dependence upon intonation_patterns for synthesizing words 'nto sequences.

1



By utilizing syntac c visual cues Ci.e punctuation,marks, capital
letters, ward length, sight recognition of function words, morphological

P

-endings) to organize their reading,.such readers are'ehle to decode mean-
ing directly from print.

.Synthesis, which. depends upon ,knowledge and use of syntactic s
and print-regularities:has. receilied same attention,from researcher
!Agreeing with goodman, Hochberg C1970) describes mature reading As a
process.in whick-periphefal.search-guides. (i.e., printed cues registered
in .the RPrinh#TY 01 the eYee.1 .areA;ted-to,obtain_advance-information-

, about the itructdre-e a.text. Petection and use of the.blanks between
words, theifirst letters and lengths'of words, theloCation of caPital,

. letters, and punctuation marks all serve to maintain algood reader's
speed, organization; and -comorehensign of _a.passage! The few investi-
gations undertaken to assess the effects of altering formof-üch
printed cues upon reading behavior.have yielded interesting reselts.

Hochberg, -Levin and Frail- (dftscribed 'in. Hockberg, 1970) presented,
children with textsin which the spaces between.words were filled with a
consistent but meaningless symbol. -Reading speeds on this text were sub-
stantially below-ihdee.with utedulterat'ed teit-,.especially among older Ss
(fifth graders) Who were presumibly'more dependentqzpon word spacing cuTs
to guide their feeding.

-*

Cramer. (1970) studied the geffe of grouping printed words within
sentences intb constituent phrases: He did this. by extending the amount
of blank space di phrase boundaries. In pFesenting,this t,ext,As well aa-
regu\lar text to adults thought to be deficient-in reading organizational
skill,.he faund that Comprehension with the phrase-structured text was
superior to camprehension with the unaltered- taxt. This-effect was
thought to resplt froM the advantage provided by text cues which assisted
these readers in grouping words'irie meaningful units.. 4

These stuaies 'suggest that pint cues-can either facilitate or impede
aspects of the reading Tkocess depend ng upon whether the cues aid Or
hinder the reader in structuring a text.. Other findings.reported in -these
studies suggest that cues will, altei reading behavior only when the cues
are relevant to the particuliSstruCtural devices used by the reader. In
Hochberg's study, elimination of blank spaces in text exeY-ted little
effect upon second gradera who were presumably-too,Lnexperienced with print
to utilize structural information such as word length in theirgi-eading.
In Cromer's study,good adult-readerS failed to benefit-from phrase struc-
ture_cues presumably becausethey had available other means of identifying
these-constituent's. Thus,.there are empirical as well as theoretical
grounds far expecting thatprinted cues may affect reading and that effects
will vary depending upen the relationship.bettmen the information conveyed

the cues and the information needed by the reader.

,number of stud-ies' c bine te indicate that proficient readers
possets functional knowle ge of printed and spoken syntactic phrase
boundaries'and morphemes whereas poor and beginning-readers do not.
Mehler, Bever & Carey (19673 demonstrate that eye fixation points of
mature readers are located at phrase boundaries. -Worklon the eye-voice



(Levin & Kaplan, 1970; Levin & Turner, 19661 suggests that ore pro-
ficient readers expand or contract the amount of information processed in

. one fixation to fit the phrase structure boundaries of sentences. Resnick
(1970) has found in an eye-Voice span task that the numberlof stops 'at
phrase boundaries it substantially.greater for college stuaents than for
third-fifth graders. Weinstein & Rabinovitch (J971) faund that good fourth
mat readers were able-to learn sequences-of nonsense isyllables contain-
ing syntactic structPral cues more.rapidly than unstructured sequences.
(These stiiuli were presented orally.) In contrast, poo*readers were
unable te make use-of the stZucturaluesand_so_learned-both-types -of
sentences With equal,difficulty. Since it appears that knowledge of
syntatic structural cues tn speech and print is correlated with-success-
ful ieading,-.and since beginning readers appear to lack much awarenels or
use of syntax to organize their reading the possibility that beginners
utilize ether sources, perhaps intonation patterns, for synthesizing wards
into sentences is a distinct possibility.

The role of intonation patterns in reading has received less'atten ion
than syntactic structures, although various researchers and reading
authorities stress the importance of this aspect of lnnguage arnham-
Diggory, 1972; Lefevre, 1964). For example, Fries (1963, pain out:

"On the whole, contrary to the belief of many, written materials
contain less of the language signals than does talk. In the graphic
representations of language,there are left aut such language signals as
intonation and stress and pause. These are important featu;es of the
signals of meanings, especially of social-cultural meanings'. If one is to
read with comprehension the graphic representations of the language sig-nals, 1.arnose tertiorhich are not
in the graphic representations themselves. He must supply the significant
stresses, pauses, and intonation sequences. A large part of learningto
read is a process of learnikg to supply rapidly and automatically the
portions of the oral signals that are not represented in the graphic signs."
(p. 130)

Also, Goodman ,(1968) assert-

"In the early reading stages,Joral and silent reading are probably
quite camparable as processes. The recoded graphic input must be supple-I
mented, principally with the intonational asoects of speech. Sequences of
phonemes or morphemes must be perceived as fitting together into sequences
of Phrases and syntactical patterns. Relatille stresses must be assumed,
junctures inserted, pitCh modulated, so that when the recoding is comolete
, must-sound like familiar language.' (p.. 18)

et, he furtiter serts:

"But eventually the procesg is telescoped further. At thit p
reooding (fram print to oral language) and\decoding groin oral 1 guage
to meaning) became simultaneous so that, except in Dassages wherfr the
phrasing is,complex or ambiguous, the reader is virtually decoding,meaning
directly fram graphic input." Cp. 183



h Goodulan and fries agree thit tI beginning readerjst learn Sto
imPose characteristics fspeech ouprinted text in order to derive mean-
ing. liawever,-Goodman blieves that'this is a temporary-phase'to.be
eliminated once theve gains sufficient reading proficiency.

e role of sppken4azigage in reading has been a matter hotly de-
bated. McGuigan & Bailey- 1 69) faund that covert oral behavior during
silent reading (as measured by lip and chin electromyographiC recordings).
.decreased in amplitude with age. However, they also,report that such
behavior was still evident at a significantly high level in the_adult.___:_

--Conrad-(1972T in-a-review of-the-evidende-cOnelUdekthet-Siient ielding
is accampanied by some phonological imagery or activity regardless of
ageor reading proficiency. Framthese studies it appears that cavert
articulation or acoustic representation is commonly present.when people
read- Howevery thege studies do not clarify whether such speech iS
essential to the reading process. It is npssible that as readers gain
proficiency, they lose their dependence upon speech but retain the_habit

. of uroducinktome covert oral responses.

AlthOugh there is uncertainty about the role of intonation in adult''
readers, several theorists agree that speech, particularly intonatlon, is
centrally,inVolved in beginning reading, 'as indicated'above. However,
evidence is not plentiful. Goodman'as reported by Jones (1968) found that
"children who read aloud with 'natural' intonation-tended to retain more
Lnformation from a story" than presumably children whose intonacion was
not natural.

In an attempt to gain tame more. direct evidence, Ehri & Wilce 0.974)
examdned the effects of a text containing intonation cues upon reading
behavior. Their text was deSigned to convey information abodt levels of
stress-pitch which might be assigned to words in an oral reading_of the
teAL. This was done 4y yarying the letter-size of the words, with the
largest of three-sizes assigned to words receiving the most stregs Or
highest pitch and the,smallest size to words-giventhe least stress. A
saftple of this intoned text is displayed in Figbre 1. In addition exts

Insert Figure 1 about here.

ng two other word size treatments were created; In one.case, the
atiCal farm class of words Was used as the basis for assigning word

size. It was reasoned that cues reflecting the form class of words might
convey' strmetural consistencies useful for organizing sentences into phrase
units. In the second type of text, Wora'si:Zes.were.assigned randomly.
This condition was included in orcier to verify that any facilitative
effects resulting fram systematic word.size variations could be attributed
to these variations, not to tfie mere presence of word size differences.
Reading perfarmance with-each of the three text treatments was compared to
a control condition in which ward size was uniform. The Ss selected to
read thete texts were third and fourth graders tested at Me er .7. of the
school year. Since a substantial portion of the classroom lear.ng ex-
periences of fourth graders, in contrast to third graders, entails read-

'
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tag, it wü thaught that by the end of the school yèar, these two groups
should-he quite different in their reading experience and-henc their use
of speech to derive meaning49 For this reason, it was 'expect that third .

graders would profit more from the intoned text than fourthe ers.-

To asses& effects_of the cues on reading, metbers of-foursomes matched
on.the basis of3tand4rdized reading scores were assigned,randomly to one
-of the,famrext groups (N' They were given practice in-oral and
silent reaaing-of one story and then tested an a secomipass.age which they
read silently. .:.,A00.,lyses,of,lrariance-:-..wererperfOrmeon-4--three-idepel4nt-'-'------,----:-:
measures: reading time, nuAber-af-correct factsrecalletifreily 'and
number of facts elicited.by question prompts. Results revealed_that,
though fourth'graders remeMbered 1ore of the passite than,third graders,
their recall was not differentally affected.by cue- type.. Neither- Wu
the recall of third graders.- However, the reading speed of ;hird graders__
given Vle intoned text was greater, indadt more than a minutiless, than
that of the control.groun given standar:dr:text ( m 179.7 -vs.-155;6i
EL< .025). Ile effectiveness of the cues on thIrd grader speed Was
attrputed tathese Ss' dependency upon.speech forms-for deriying meaning.:

_Thre4 explanations 14iie entertained.to -account for the absence of intona-
tion effects at.the.fourth grade level. Fourth graders may possess suf-
ficient experience and proficiency to decode meaning directly fram Print
and so 3*c-fray-a-little use forispeech intonatidn\cues. "Alternatively,
since-fourth graders are more experienced readers, their reading habits

.

may be stronger and mare difficult to alter than thira graders. The third
explanation rests upon the fact,that the-text Was more difficult'for third
graders to read tlian,for_fonrth graders-= Elfeldt_0_960=1 citei eyddence
that artiaulatory activity,during reading,becomei more pronounded when
readers entounter difficult_mate-Aal. Fourth graders may not have invoked

eech forms because the text was not hard for the* to-understand.

iV.The present set of studies was designed to ,explore fucther the effec
of intimation.cues upon reading behavior. One WeakA*s of the previous
study was that no -training in the use of the intoned text was provided;
Ss were given only oral and silent pradtice reading with the cues, ft maY
17,e_that-for Ss tb modify,existing reading habits and to. learn to in ke fuli

of such ales, they need to receive explicit'instruction and p

One other purpose of this researOrwas to assess effects of 70 e
complete intonation cue system. In Ehri's previous study, effec only
one aspect of intonation!"wereinvestigated, stress-pitch levels. However ,

a system depicting speech patterns ih print should include inform ion
abaut pauses as well as stress and pitch. One way of 4ignaling p use
-poihts is to widen the spaces between words where pauses occur..
,axist reasons far expecting that such information will prove user 1. to _

readers. First, pauses are useful. for disambiguating sentences, as
Lieberman (1967) shows:

11-tove on Saturday.

.1'11 mave on Saturday.

ii



:. . .
In this, oase, therpause or extetided space,.;reveals -which or ;two possiblesurface 'structures is intended: Second,- :in an exiuninof intonation'
patterns assigned during adults' oral readin'of prose, -ddi mart-Ei'sler(19683 reports that pauses were itaroducedky theie readers- at majorphrase boundvies. Third, -Cromer (19701 fCrint' d thatdeficient adult, readersbenefited froi the presence of extended so&Ces at Phrase bodndaries,.' ,. , .

..,

Three experiments were conducted tc '. assess effects ,pf a priwted cue,
system depicting both stress-pitch and pause locations on children's read-ing. Perfarmances with this System lere_domtpared to paLormantes_standard -tettWiTh'ilifillint-W(Yrd siie and. Spacing and on text in which
word-size and word-spacing cues were veried unsysiemartically....verage
.second and-third grade-readers and`below-average- fourth grade readers were.samPied. One or several days of training and_practice on the experimental
or Control texts was provided. thimertgis aspects of r-tding performance-_were measured to detect effects of Ve-printfd GUL smstem: oral. andsilent reading speed, miscues, free andApirPrkedIrecall, cloze responses

=:Comparisons were conducted between'tubts matched in reading abilityeid also each s-ub3-ect seryed 45- his- owkcontroli It Was. expected that
readers inexperienced in synthesizinVprinted,words into sentences' (i.beginning readers). anereaders -having trouble with-this process-
fpurth graders judged as having reading comprehension problems) would.benefit from the printed intonation cue system and woulc)..riveil superior

-reading- performance on intoned'stext. ,

-

eriment

Second and third graders were selected for the ,. irst study since- itwas expected that printed intonation cues would prove tast eff'ectiVe for
beginning readers lacking much experience in. the' synthesis of printed wordSinto sentences.. Several measutes cif reading behairibr were taken in brderto identify-which -aspects might be iost,serisitive to cue effects. In,Linewith results of -Ehri & Wilce's (1974)hstudy, it was expected that, withminimal training, the utility of the intonation cues would become operative.fpr Ss struggling to identify-the ipPropriate'speech correlates- of print,
and-that Ss' reading speeds would show the first signs of facilitation.

, .... .,Subjects. Nine sets of 3 Males arid nine sets of ,5 females were
selected from- the second and, third gradeS'of three lower to lower-middleclass schools in Sacramento, California (N =-..S4)._ Members of each set
were matched\ in reading,ability as measured -by either the Wide Range
Achievement Test or the. Slossen Oral Reading

Th
Test dministered at the be-

ginning of the school,year. e grade-level-e valens of the reading
scoroz ranged between 1.6\and 3.5, with I Me of 2.7. Set members were
assigned randomly to the three teXt treatment _conditions. The mean age of
the' second graders (N. = 27) was 7.10, and, of th.-third graders (N =. 27) was
8,10'. All of the subjects spoke English as their native language. 'The
children were tested during the months. of January; February arid Ma h.

. _

Materials. Eleven stoties ranging, in length _from 147 to 554 wordswere selecte from books written forseoond-grade level readers: (34ee
Appendix these stories.)' Printed intonation cues' were citerminedby two adult speakers who read the, szeries anti independently assigned to



. each Word one of three print sizeS to reflect the amount of stress-pitch
occurring in an oral rendering of the text. The raters agreed on 65-86% '

,of the word sizes assigned in the stories. Assignments were then compared,
and discrepancies resolved. Also, the pause locations oCcurring at phrase
boundaries-were determined. These specifications were used to print the
stories. tach word appeared in large, medium, or_small type.j Phrase
boundary pduSe cues were depicted by,extending the spaces be een words..

',Lines of prt wereelways terminated at one of the pause po s.

In addition to the intoned text, two other texts were printed.* One
wat' a random version ih which the three wo.rd size and extended inter-world'
space-cues were assigned unsystematiCally. (However, the number of words
depicted of each of the three sizes.and the number of extended spaces
-employed in the random version remained identical to those in the intdhed
text, line by line.) The final version was a standard text in which word
size was Constant throughout the story and equivalent to the-middle of the
three.word sizes in the other text's, and soacesAoetween words were uni-
form. Examples of text tnes "are presented in Figures 2 through 4. A

- ---

Inse Figures 2, 3, and 4 abeut here-

-

-Omputer-graphieS computer editing program developed:at Bell t,aQratories, -

-nurray Hill,Aew-Jersey, was used to generate all ofthetexts.
. "1.-

Tr each story, the mere difficult words were printed On flash cards..
Theswere.Usediin a word recognitiontrain. g task

,

given prierto-the
reading of eachstory.-

'

r'Proce4- . --- -Children wer seen individually by one of twefemo
xperimentetslon four:separate days,,each siisien laStihg 20-45 minutes.

,The Schedule of events fer the sessions is'sutmarized in:Table 1,::'- A pre-
test measuring Ss' oral and Si ent reading speeds andtheir word recog

InSert Table 1 about here.

Aition:Ohd story,recall catabilities;was administered en the first day'.
6n Days 2,and 3,, subjects were:given instruction:and practice reading one
of threeteXt types (intoned, random, standard). Before ehopuntering
their:Assigned text typC all Ss were'shown a page of 'ntoned text and.
Were_given instrActiOnand praaiee in using the word --ize ches-to read.
withexpreision -(i.e.; "Say the_big words Ibud, the little words soft,
and the middlersize words inbetween.") : Also, attention wasdrawn te-the
bigger space between:some words, and Ss'were told, "That meOns to stop.a.
mdment'like vou 'do at the end of a seiTtence.",,-S and E 'then read a page-
of intoned text together, S reading a line, E rTading-the iame,line, and-

: S repeating it. Thi.s proc;dure was intended toyModel the behavier of '

Feading with expression and tbassiSt the_fhil& in,imitating hew Ode uses
the printed cues to read with expression, Then the child was Switched to
'his assigned fext type and received practice reading five,steries. Prizer
_to,eath storY,-he was tested and trained to insure that he could recognize.



Table
Summary of Events in_Experiment

recognition test and training
2. Oral and silenm reading of'standard pr
3. Free and prompted.recall of story

-Day Training and Practice

text .("Joe K

Prelidinafrinstructiont and,practicee-in reading with expression:
S notices loud and soft words in speech, S-distinguishes three

:Frinted wOrd:sizes,,,S produces spoken cori-elates of Printed inton-
.ation cilesji.e.-,:joa and soft"words, extRhded pauses hetween

. ,some worlds)

Pradtice reading three stories rinted with atandardlintoned;Or
p

'random cues) oralik with expression. Sequence of events for each-
story:

a. Word recognition test and training:
b. Practice . and feedback in reading with expression: S reads

sentende; this procedure ia repeated on each sentence in
firstparagraphqf siorr

c. S readsientire-story orally
. d: Trompted recall of storr,

-Titles of stories: :"How 'the Cactus He p_ self" "Loat in the
Mountains", !'Grandma and the Skunks".

iainaTrn d racticeDa 3:
_

P1
Repetip.on of,Day 2, Part 2 ;proce44re described above except that the

.final pages ofthe second:story:are read silently. Titles of
storie . "More Than a Horse") "The Stolen Bush".

S readS three stories, one in st- dard print, pne in intoned print, and
one in, 'random print.'

rquente of events'for'each story:
_Word recognition test end training
Oral reading of Page I, silent-reading of Page
Page 3
.Free and'prompted recall of:story

Titles of Stories: "The Big Man", "The Ve--
."Pete Gets His Hat!'

Specia

2. oral reading of-1

P senger",



;he more difficult words='in the Story onounced and *fined unknown
words andthen repeatedly presented:themto a-criterion of one-correct
recognition..A, The modelingitation 'procedure waS followed in.reading the-
first_parkgraph of each story. -'1.1en.the child,was tOld to-read the story_
by'himself, and he was reminded toread with.expreSSion and to attend to
the meaning,ofthe storY since We would be askedSome questions abeut it
afterwards. Whereas.the-other pages were read orally,

. the final three
pages, of the fifth story were read silently.

Onthe fourth day, the effects:of training were assessed. The child
was given three,s6pries'to read, one printed in each of-thathree text
types (intoned, randam,.standard). ,For each storY, S aoMpleted word
recognition training, than altetnatedoral and silen-Treadin o tha
three.pages of the story, then recalled the story, and. inall answered-
some questions about the story.

In tentrast ta the structure of the Pretest and training spsSioll
which were identical for all Ss, the order of the posttest stories and the
text type imposed-on,each story was varied for each subject tripret. This
counterbalancing of tasks was intended taeliminate effects due to dif-
ferential difficdlty reading ar:remembering any particular story or printed
text type presented-in any particular order. -This made it poAsibleto
compare the reading performance of.each Subject against himself on-each
of the three text.types. In the oreviousstudy by Ehri and Wilce (1974)
only betweensUbjectS comparisions were conduc5ed.

All four sessions-were tape recorded nndbsubsequently transcribed.
E used a stopwatch to time S's reading,of each i3rinted page.. ,

Resultrs

Several analyses of variance were Uted to aSsess effectS of the
independent variables:upon one or anotheraspect of reading performance-

, A randomized block design in.which subjets were matched on the basis of
reading achievement-scores was employed. The independent variables were:
Grade. (2nd vs.-3rd)., Treatment Group craining on standard vs. intoned- -

vsrandam printed.texts tyPesj, and Trint Cue System Being Read (standard
.vs. intoned vs, random). The dependent measures were: 'free recall
number of facts,rememberedand reported after reading story); prompted

recalitmuMber of questions ansWered correctly.after reading story and
recalling it); miscues (number of oral reading errori- produced while
readihg steiy); comprehending scPre (a,measure devised .by 'Goodman-, 1973,
entailingthe number of miscues which are syntactically and semantically
consistent with previously read ta4'ct divided ty total number of miscues
produced); reading stmed (measured in number of syllables per second).
Speed measures were taken-at' the end of training As well as on ihe post-
test. ,In the analysis7-of reading speed scores', oral vs. silent-process-
'ng of the text was treated as an additional,independent variable.

During ;the posttest, each subject read three 4ifferent stories, one
Printed in each of the three cue systems. 'To elimn4er effects of-order,
and story, the text type for'eachstory and the ord-er of reading.the
stories were counterbalanced &long subjects, ,Because different stors

1 5



were read yieldjmg varying distributions of scores, it was nece sary to
standardize recall, miscue, and comprehending values to bermie-within- and
between-subject comparisons. Scores of all 54 subjects on each measure
were transformed to T-scores before the analysis of variance was conducted.

Triplets were formed on the basis of reading achievement teSts and
members were randomly assigned to one of the three treatment groups. To_
Verify that groups were indeed matched in reading abilities, analyses ef
variance were ruii on pretest measures of the various dependentuvariables
'as well as Word reCognitionscores. Results yielded no differential scores
as a function of the treatment group factor, affirming that the treatment
groups were indeed comparable-in word recognition (F < 1)', miscues (F < 1),
comprehending (F < 1), free recall (F < 1), promptecT recall (F < 1), and
speed < 1).

, in the analyses of effects produced03y training, few d'ompisions
emerged. as significant. Mean values art reported in Tables 2 arid 3.

Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here.
--- . .....

,

the.a.naiYsis of reading-speed, e..maineffect of silent vs. oral processing
'emerged. As evident.it Table 2,''children read fas;jr silently than orally
during the final day of iraiming',- F(1,16) m.,$:06,-n< .05., and also during
the posZtest,- F(1,16): el9.t77, P,

In the analyses of the-remaining dependent variables on the posticest,
,no Sigriificant effects were detected (j1 > .95). Inspection of Table a
reveals that the three groups performed similarly in reading and recalling
the-various printed text types.

Though grade'level was included as 'a factor, it 'was'not expected tb
'yield effects since second ind third:graders did not differ substantially
ih reading ability. The grade-level means of the two groups 9n.the
standardized, reading teSt mere 2.4 for the,second graders and:2.g f9r the
third graders, F(1,8) 5f12, 11 > .05. On the measure of word recognition
included in the present,study, out of0Olkwords presented, second graders

failed to recognize a mean of,24.2 woUTIand.third graders 21,.1 words
F 1).c Analysis of variance on standardized test tcores,.word recog--

nition scores. and-the var-ious pretest and posttest Scores failed to reveal
any,differences as a funct-ion of grade (2 >

In the selection of triplets, there wa_.a slight imbalance in t,e,
-

number of each sex selected per grade-(i.e., 5 female,and 4.male second-
grade tri'olets; 4 female and 5 male third-grade tripletsy: _Since no--
:effects of grade emerged, scores Were,renanalyzedtwith sex- 4.5 a factor
and grade ignored. ResultS diszlosed ho mdin 6ffec'ts.or interactions
(/ > AS).

, From the above findinas it anpears that training anevractice in the
use Of, printed intChaiiCn cues do no.rfaellitate any aSpect of reading
performance among beginningTeaders, cOntrarY to expectatidns.- Some.-

lii



Table
Mean Scores on Measures of Oral and Silent Reading Speed

a Function of Treatment Group and Printed Text Type
MEASURES

TREATMENT PRETEST

Standard Treat. Text
L 91 1.89
1.91 1.77
1.81 I. 77
L 88 1.81b

-Speed-Oral
andard

Intoned
Random

LAST
TREATMENT

PRWED TEXT TYPE

Speed- ilent
Standard
Intoned

Random

1.92-
1.91

2.38
1. 96
2.00

POSTTEST

Standard Intoned Random

1.94, 1.87
1.82 1.85

-1.78
1.85 1,83

2.47 2.20
e.as 1;94
2.00 2.06

1.76 1.86
-1.82 1.83
1.79 .1.78
1.79. 182a

2,45 2.37
7. 04 2.00
2.05 2.02

.1.89 2.15 2.07. 2.18 2.13a

ain effect of= mode:,-
bMain effect of mode:

6) -= .8b3i
6); =:,.-309, W.05
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, Table 3
Transformed Scores on-Posttest Reading Measures

a Function of Treatment Group and Printed Text Type

PRETEST

PRINTED TEXT TYPE
4

POSTTEST

Free ecall- Standard Standard-_ _
.,

Standar& 51.7
Intoned 50.7
Random 47.8

d Reca

tandard 51.7
tntoned 49.4
Random, 48.9

ComRrehending

Standard-
Intoned '

Random

'scUes

Standa'rd
Intoned
.Random

47.9
51.9,

51 7
48.4
49.9

50.5
52.5
"46.9

50:0

50.1
51.3
49.0

50.1

52:0
49.5

50.5.

.5

.5

5 .0

51.3

Intoned Random

50.7 48.7
51.3 52:8
48.9 49.0

50.3 50.2

52-1 49.1
51.3 .52.2
50.2 44.8

51.2 .48.7

50.5 50.4
48.2 49.3
49.4 51.1

49.3, 50.3

52.1 49.1.
49.1 48.1
49.3' 47,8

50.3 48.4

S D
,.---.
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alternative explanations Are possihleand need to be considered.-
_

The study by Ehri and Wilce (1974)-obtained superior reading speed
scores for third graders bur not tourth gtaders given intoned text to
read. These fesults suggested that -intonation cues might prove beneficial
for less proficient readers, and so the intent of the present study was
to examine effects with beginners. Wm./ever, although effects may be
specific to beginners, it may be that these beginners.must be sufficiently
proficient in certain respects, namely word recognition, to profit froM

, printed intonation-cues. The model of reading acquisition-propesed by
LaBerge and Samuels (1974) suggests that not until beginning readers
achieve a stage of automaticity in reading printed words do they have
suffiCient residual attention available fp process any printed cues other
than letsbts,in words. It may be that despite attempts to train subjects
to recognize difficult woids prior to reading the stOries, many children's
word recognition capabilities were not sufficiently automatic to enable
them te nay attention to extra-letter cues such as Word size andlword
spacing'.

To check on the possibility that intenation cues might have boos ed
perfotmandeMainly amongrhose more proficient Atrecognizing words,
triplets were grouped:According to their word recognition-errors (101/6,,
mediumand,high humbets of errots), Mean nUmet Of word reCognition
.errorI in the-three grolaps were ripd'36-.8 (based on 144 pos.
errorS)-, F(2,10) = 204.1, < ,01. Post hoc Tukey pairuise Comparison
indicatedthat ihe gtotips diffeted significantly from eadh othet. Per7
fo4mances of these thtee groups:On the variods dependent measpres*tre

-_then,examined.. In the analyses of variance/,' level of word reCogniti
-dbility was treated!as'an:independent variable With three Levels (hig
mediuM, and the facterI grade level andSex wete ignord4.°
effects as a functiOn-ef word recognition ability level emmed in the"
analyses of free recall, F(2,10) 9.15, 2.< .01, miscues, F(2,10) =

< speed during he final tr6atment, F(2,10) = 7.20, o < OS, and
posttest speed-, F(2; =.6.71, < .05. liEwever, this factor i-teracted
with none ofrhe independent variables in an)% of the analyses, _nspection
of thean Values verified .that printed intonation-cups were net associated
with superior reading performances of any sort:even among those more skiIie
a_ cognizing words. Thus, this hypotheSis failed to recaive confirmation
in he presentstUdy.

,

In order tolobtain a clearer picture of performances in Experiment
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated between
pairs of various measures Orreading behavior. Estimates of the reliabi
of eah ?f the measures appear infrable 4. In the Present study each

Insert-Table 4 about here.

reading behavior was observed several times, during the pretest, train ng,
and the posttest. The correlations li.sted are between pairs of ident'cal

') measures. From this table it is apparent that all but the comprehend ng
measure Can be considered reliable. They all yielded correlations



table A
Int6rcorrelations Among Various Measures of Same.

Dependent Variable Indices 'Of Reliability
p4

READING BEHAVIOR

.1.t0ral re#4, speed
2. S`lent read. speed

scues . .. -,--

-4. mprehending-'.
ee recall
omptkd -recall

CORRELATIONS Barige-.of
Tdtal Standard

1- 2 6 Signif. Deviat=
.90 9a._ . 89,. :90 .,87: .90 .407.4.7
=74

..
=84 .79 .67 .61. ,67 .637. 79

.69, -.76 .77. .76 .74 9.2710=7'
.21 ,.49** .07 J8 :14 .2 , 8-.7710.9
.63 .62 .56 .62 .52 .55 9.1311.0
.64 .42, .46 .62



N.
nificant at n< .01. In contrast, only one of the eumprehen ngcorre-
lations was significant, and the_remainderwere"very low.

In calculating correlations between different measures of reading
behavior, in cases whpre th7e was more than.one score, values were

.sufmed for each subject and the result.was correlated. Correlations
cOefficients together with their level of significance are given in
Table S. In interpreting theke vAlues, it is important to note that most

15

.. .......
-Insert:Table 5 about here.. ... ....................'

are not independent, that Variables 4-10 were measures taken on the:same
reading performances. Thus; substantial correlations are to be expected.

I-spectiOn of values in Table 5 reveals that grade Was not signifi-
cantly related-to any Of the reading-measures taken in the study.- This
was also true for age.. Readint achievementscores

were correlated with
severalother measures: word recognition errors, oral reading sneed,
piscues.; and ,Vee recall. This suggests that, blocking subjects on thtS

_
variable was appropriate as a means-of-reducing error variance.

-The measure correIatng With the greatest number of Other measures
(7 out of 9) was oral reading speed. HIn contrast,..:silent readingspeed
displayed the poorest record:(1 out of 9). Thisdiscrepancy suggests the
greater significance of oral reading as an index ofreadiitg abiltty among
.beginners. Very likely:.it is-not untg the child becomes- tore proficient
-that he learns to contrpl the silent reLlipg process and hence it comes

_ ,

to reflect other aspects of his'reading.

'Word recognition scores werecprrelated with several other measures
of-reading. This may have beena local effect resulting from the fact

-

that the wpfds tested Were taken from the stories read. Alternatively it
.may have moie general-significance and,reflect the basic importance of

word recognition skill for beginning reading'profitiency. Also,:miScue
scores and,prompted recall values wete related to,several other measures.
Sernewhat surprisingwas the siffnifitant relationship found between
prompted recall and the pmprehending measure (r < .01); Goodman
(1974):failed to find su6h a relationship between what.he tonsiderS a ,

,measure of in-process comprehension and
eeft.-reading comprehension in-

volving fernery% Another interesting lin-ding was that, though free recall
yielded safewhat higher reliabilities Csee Table 51, ptpmpted recall
correlated with a greater number oftther-measures Of reading tha*free
recall (i.e., 4 vs. 1). Perhaps the voeabulary nepded to answer recall
questions isalso the vocabulary more likely to miScue and*to,prolong

-e'reading time whenit.is unfamiliar. In contrast, free recall teasures
tallow the subject to receive credit for'what he does remember and so are
less senAiril.ne in distinguishing the extent to which all parts of the,
stpry are processed and comprehended.-

In order to useetch subject as his own control in the'pr'esent
exne-iment, several Storiekwereutilized during-t,Ne posttest and each,

2 1



1. Grade

2. Age

3. Read. Achievement
.

.4. Word Reeog. Errors

S. Oral Read. Speedo

.89*,

.48**

-.JO

.07

6. Silent Read. Speeda -.13
7. Miscuesa .05

8, Comprehendinga 09
9. Vree recall-a ..06

10. Prompted recalla .09

Ta

ations Awoiig Depeident Me sures.

(Age) (Ach), (Word) (0 (Sil) (Mis ) (' m) -0) no.of signif.
2 3 4 , S 6 '7 8 10 correl.

89** .48** -.10 -.07 -.13 .05 .09 .06 :09 2'
.41** .00 ,.12 -.11 .12 .05 .04, .11c . 2

,41*'* ,.56** .45**, .17. -.31*- ' ,22. .27* .21 6
00 -.56** ,;-- -.75** -.21 .61** -.51** -.22 %27* ' 5
12 45** -.75** -, ,50**-.48** .37** .371* .32*

7
-. 11

.12

17

.-.32*

-.21

.61**

.50** -- .24

1.48** .24 -- '

-.10

,_.62**

.06

-.18

-OS
-49

-.35**
.05 ,22 -,51** .37**7.10 -.62 7- .03 -.35"
.04 .27* -,22 .37** .06, 1718 .03 .66**
.11 .21 --.27 .32* -..05'":-.35** ,.46** "7

represent SLIWS o_ dopende-

22
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Subject WAS given onwor another to read in of the three-print types.
Stories and order of presentation were coun., balandvd among, triplets of
subjects, and scores on each of the stories-' bylan 6qual'n(mber of
subjects from each training condition).' e vt1a to Ttscores to,

permit comparison of each'subject's performant an7fhe various conditions.
These T-scores.were reported in Table It --f,interteat to examine the
absolute levels of performance on thi-varioUsstories 0 determine how

,

comparable they were in difficulty and
how.mucK-v,

4riance they yielded.,

Values presented in Table 6 indicate that the'pebtpest 'Stories were qUite
,

g

Insert Table:6 about hero.

similar, and they were slightlylonger and more di
story.

ExperiMent Two

han the pretest.

The second _xneriment was designed to.explore wheiherprinted in-
tonation eves mighf prove:useful to, slightly older readers who were having
difficUlty learning to read,' It was expected that Such children would -

Very likely be less troubled by word recognition difficulties than by
4 comprehension problems, Cromer (1970) found that adults diagnosed as
having adequate reading vocabularies but lacking sYntactic-Semantio
Organizational Skills benefitted frOm'word- spacing cues included to dis-
tinguish phrase boundaries in printed text. . It was-antiCipated that poor
4th grade readers might find intonation cues'useful for grouping word
strings into svntactic units and processing their meanings.

Subjects. Fourth graders considered below grade level in their read-
ing were selected from a lower-middle 'class school in Sacramento, California.
Ten pairs of children, three female and seven male pairs, were distinguished
as having reading difficulties and were judged as being matched in reading
ability by their teacher's. The mean grade-level equivalent reading
,achievement score of these children on the California-Tqst of.Basit Skills
was 2.5. Members of pairs were assigned randomly, one to the intonation
print training group and one to the random Print training group. The mean
chronological age of the subjects was 10-2 years. All children spoke
English as their native language.' They were tested during the months-of
April and May.

Materials. The same Printed versions of the storis used in ExPeri-
ment One were,emplOyed in Experiment.Two. In additionl4materialS were-,

,---created and printed for esentence recall task,and also a cloze test: The
more difficult words were-printed on flash cards'and word recognition
training preceded_the reading of each story.

For-the sentence recall task, LS pairs ot sentences _otal of 30)
plus three practide sentences were written. XeMbers of each pair wete
matched in grammatical form and,number:of words.: The 15 pairs varied in:,
sYntactic form and contained basic vocabulary wordswhich should have been
familiar to subjects. These sentences, liSted in Table 7 were-assigned -



. Table 6
Absolute Values of Scor s on Dependen

Measures Before Trans ormations

MEASURES

kliscues

PRETEST STORY

Joe Keller'
Farm

7.7
6.0
0-25

. /9

.19

00

Big:
Man

POSTTEST STORIES

- Pete's

Hat

12,2
_7.5

1-37

.72

-18
.35-1.00

Special
Far&seniger

9.7
6.0

2/27

.67

.20

.16-1.00

110.5
\ 6-9

30'

.75

.25-1.00

Mean
S.D.

Range

Comprehendkng

Mean
S.D.

Range

F ee Recall

Mean 8.3 16.2 13.3 12.1
S.D. '3.8 6.9 5.9 5.6

Range 0-17 0-36 -24 1-28

Pro ted Recall

Mean 9.9 14;7 12.8 7.1
.D. 3.6 3.1 3.8 2.1.

Range 5-71 6-19 4-19
. 1-11

LENGTH OF STORI S

No. Syllables 382 365 387'No. Words 2 4 316 306

FLESCH
REAABILITY SCORE 98.6 102.7 98.3 104.2

25
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word size and spacing values and sent to Bell LaboratorieS' to be printed.

Insert Table 7 about here.
.......

The three printed forms of each sentence (standard, intoned, random) mere
each pasted in one'line on a blank White card with a row of dots At the'
end replacing the final word which was pasted on the back of the card.
For the random sehtences, word size and spacing asslgnments weresunsyste-
matic except that-the number of words in each of the three sizes-and thenumber of extended spaces were identical to the intoned version-Of the-
same sentence.

For the cdoze task, three printed version Cstandard, intàned, random)
of two stories used in ExPeriment One were modified so that every fifth ,word blacked out. That is, a black block was laid over the word
covering the letters,but preserving the word's length and overall Size.

Procedures. Each child was seen individually by a female experimenter
on five separate days, with daily sessions lasting 15-40 minutes. The
schedule of events is' ummarized in Table 8. Procedures resembled those

Insert:Table 8 about-here.
------7 ..

-

in Eoerirnent One except in the following ways: (1) no pretest was given.;:
.(2)! -instruction in the meaning and use of the-word size and spacin cues
redeived greater stress (i .e.,,prior to the reading Of each story during
training, ,Ss were reminded to 1:ie the printed cues); (5); during the. Post-

subj7cts weregiven only ;rained (either intoned or random) and .

standard print, not the.other non-traimed text type to.read; (4) only oralreading speed was measured in the posttest, not silent speed; (5) two
addTiional tasks (sentence reading/recall and.cloze)-wert included to
assess effects of the printed cues on seme additional-reading behavior
and (6) a separate control group' given practice reading standard print whs. not included.

In the sentence reading and recall task, subjects were told to read
-eacbsentence orally and to turn the card over for the final word. If a,
wiird was not known, they.were to guess or :skipit. As soon as,they-finished
reading.the sentence, they were 'to repeat it from memory., Reading speed
wisftimed from the uncovering of the card when t said "pegin" to the
turning of the card at wtlich peint a click was Fegistered on the-tape .by
an electrical device-activated by the experimenter'. Subjects read two
seta. of Is sentences, one.in standard-print and obe,in.the..trained print,
either random or intoned. Prior to-beginning the task, they received-
practice,readingAnd recalling three sentences "ft standard print.

'the cloze task, spbjects were- told to tead the stories Wld t
gueSS:At the missing words asluickly as poSsible. ,,Prior to reading the
standarli and trained text tyres, they received oractice reading a.story
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,Table 7
List of Sentence Pairs in Sc A an

Th4e cat falls the 'sheep that the duck hides. under.
The'-,mouse- bumpsint o--=the---rabbit-that -the- chicken--hops-on .

-2. . P:1,1 Pus; have gene eVer to the park on the_bus to play wi
#een heat his father made:
;Tom-must have gone up into the hills in the truck to put out. he,
hot fire the bear started.

s

*3.A...iThe mother tries to find the milk to feed
hold him. .

B.T-' The teacher needs to look
she can ,send it.

he baby -so she , can

for the pen to write the lette

*4...A. Good men gave poor boys wet wagons found outside Without wheels..
"B, Fat mothers gave sick giris pretty-plants picked outside without

_

flowers,:

*S%A. It takes a lor-Of money
one.

. It takes a' lot of time-for someone to read a book as fat as that
one,

,

The mother standing on .the blue chaZr threw the soft
puppy wanted.

B. The girl sitting olt the warm bed broke the pretty bottles the
teacher painted.

7.A. $itting rabbits are'watching flying fish biting sleeping bears.
B. Roaring lions are catching singing bir&s chasing. floating

balloons.

someone to buy a car as fast as that

8.A. - Eating warm soft cookies makes old dpgs very fat.
B. Washing biedirty frucks'inakes little boys very tired

*9.A. The cow that the pig pushed climbed into the tall black box..
'The monkey that the dog scared ran. red'ear.

*10.A. The teacher said she would not give the white mouse that likes
to dig up bugs to the mean girls.

B The farmer_said he would not sell the. ta horse that likes to
wear new hats to the nice boys.

The boy.was
hi s book 'he

The man was
home he ate

so tired after he got

so.hungryeafter he fiNed his -- that when he'drov
h -hoC

to schoo-

*12.A.. The cow that kickCtIhe fox wants to ride on the hear.
B. The lion :that bit the pig want to hunt for the sheep.



..A. The cook
her.. .

-1

Table:7 continued;

ould have -Made_ the cake Jane liked if she had'holped

'called helm.
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*15 .A.

round wheels on the bus that is colored orange were cleanedwith all the rags the girl found.
The sweet candy in the bag that is made-of paper was eaten byallthe rabbits the boy lostz

The spotted dog stands on the white horse tligt jumps over thedirTy pig.'
B. Thebrown pony laughs at the wet fish that plays with the yellow

4
'chicken.



Training and Practice

Preliminary instructions and practice in/reading with expression:
notices loud and soft words-in speech, S.distingpishest.hree Printed
ward,Sizes, S produces spoken correlates of ,printed intonatien cues
(i.e., loud and soft worde, extended pauses between some words)

Practice reading three stories (printedswith standaTd, intoned
random cues) orally with expression. _

Sequence of events for each-story:
a. Word recognition teSt and training
b. Reainder to attend to word size and pause cues in reading w th'

expression
Practice mmd feedback in reading with'expression: S #ads sen-

.tence,'E reads same Sentence, S rereads sentence; tli" proceddre.
:is repeiled on each sentence iFfirstsparagraph of'sto

d. S reads entire story orally
e Prompted recall of stbry
Titles of:stories: "Haw the Cactus Helps
Maintains". "More Than a Horse"

Repetition of Day 1, Pert 2 prededure described above for two stories
except that the Final three pages of the second story are read silently.
Titles,of stories: "Wait for William", "The"Stolen Bush"

Two stories are read, one in standard print and one in the training
print (intoned er random). Sequence of events for each story:
a. Word recognition test add training
b. S reads stery orally
c. Tree-recall and prompted recall of story
Titles of stories: e Very Special Passenger", "Pe

A
4: Test Sentence Readin and Recall Task

e Get His

no sets of sentences are read and recalled, one in standard print
one in the training print (intoned or random). Sequence of Events:
a. Practice procedures with 'sample sentences
b. S reads each sentence orarly, turns card over 'to read final word,

repeats sentence from memory.

Tes Cloze Piocedure_

Two sfories are read:, one in standard print and one in training print:
Prior to reading them,.'S is given practice reading and guessng at the7--blank words.
Titles of stories: Grandma and the Skunks' "The Big Man'

2 9



The order of stories was identical for all during-training.
owever, far the posttests, t e or er o the printed text types and the

stories or Sentence sets was counterbalanced among subject pairs.

The dependent measures employe4 in Experiment One were also measured .
.in Experiment Two (except for silent reading speed on the posttest). Some
idditional.measves were obteined;on the,new'tesks. In the sentence re-
call t6'st, the number of miscues, the mean proportion of words recalled
correctly-p6i sentence, and the mean sentence reading latencies (syllables
per'second) wre.recorded. In the cloze test, the proportion of blank
wnrds TuessedCorrectly was determtned. Scores were transfarted_to T-
scores Where necessary for betweenatf)ry comparisons.

k-

Retillts
_

A randomized block design was employed in which 'subjects were paieed
on t1.4 basis of reading Capability as rated by their teacher.- Several
analyses of variance were used to assess effects of the independent
variablee upon variaus measures .of reading performance.' The independent
variables tiere print type on which subjects had been trained (intoned vs .
random print), print type being read (standard vs trained type), and in
same cases reading mode (oral vs. silent). HyPotheses were tested at

< .01. Mean.values on the posttests are reported in Table 9. No

Insert Table 9 about here.

nificant main effects Or interactions were detected in the analyses, f
oral reading sPeed, free recall, prompted recall, number of miscues,
comprehending and cloze scores Cnumber of 1.3erbatim correct plus semanti-
cally acceptable words produced divided by the total number of word slots)

> .01). Thus, on the posttest, random Ss and intoned Ss performed
equivalently on the experimental text as w;11 as on standard text .

fn the analyses or sentence recall perfeimance, iffects of the factor
order of presentation-(i.e.,-standard

print,read before vs.lafter experi-
mental print) as well as the factors training group and text type read
were assessed. In the analysis of miscues, order of print presentation
.produced a significantMain effect. Subjects given treatment print first and
standard print second produced more miscues than subjects given the re-
verse order, P(1,4) m 143.36, 2.< .01. The causes of this are unknown.
No significanT effects,on comprehending scores or reading speed were
deteCted (]a > 05). In the analysis of the proportion of Words recalled
correctly, an,attempt was made to assess effects of one additional variable,
printed ward.size. To determine whether actua3, print size or the par-
ticular words chosen accounted far any-observed differences, recall was
compared-for the same words in the treatment condition where printed -izes

. actually varied and in the standard condition where these words were
constant in sire. Of course, different words were big, medium, and small

.
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s, Table 9
Mean Scores .. on Posttest Measures sof Reading a

N
,

ctio ll of:Text Training Group and Text Print e Read,

Training Group: INTONATION

Text:- Stand. oned Stand. e-,...--. -,

Oral, Reading Speed 1.82 '1.83
Free Recalla

I
i 47,1 54.7

Promp ed Recalla 49.0 54.5
Miscuesa 5.C) 5.2 2
Comprehendinga - 45.6 4- 4
tioze - Proportion 'Accep e 46.6 9,
Sentence Recall -

Speed --Syn.. per sec. 1.54 1.50
Miscues 15.6 16.4
Comprehending 71 .66
Proportion WOrds Recalled,Big . 71 . 72

Middle size .67 ."65Little .68 ;68

'oo-res T-scor s given\

1.943 1.87
48.8 419_5
46.8 49.6
47 2 45 .6
57.5 53.5
50.1 52.0

.77 1.55
9.5 10.2

BO

. .62
.60 .60
.67 '

24.--



the indom amd intoned sent nces tandatd text counts the-two_

grout's were baSed on word sizes dn the respective treatment conditions.
Thogh-failing the test of significance, results revealed-a.main effect of:
-this variable at -01 ' 2.4 -05, F(2,8) 4.21. Mean values are presented

reVeals that recall of
sligAly-lower than recall' of big or little words .63'vs .:66 vs
respectively).

n order to astess ithin-subjetts effects on the posttest when Ss
,

--were given standard and 'traaned teXt types'to read,-matched pait t-,tests
were conducted for-intonation and random training groups separately. No
-gOlicant differences were detected,for- most of the-dependent:measures

(reading Speed,-prompted recall, miscUes, comprehending; cloze, words
_

recallea'from the sentences, miscue-wad comprehending scores on the
sentences) (R> .0l), However,'two,comparisons were significant. In the
analysis of free recall scores- for intonaflon-group subjects, recall was
better on the intoned print text than on the:standard print text, t(p)
0.56, II< .01. In_the anal -it _of reading speeas on the sentence recall
task, Ss in the group trained on random text lsicl the standard-Print
sentenZes faster than the randbm-Print.sentences, t(9) = 3.12, L4 .01.

/ A reasonable explanation for these effects, in/light the absence of other
related effects,---is not app arent-A:

.

Comparison of reading speeds during training was also conduc ed.
Silent and oral reading performances on the final day of training (Nal h
oral conducted on the first half and silent/on the-second half of the
story) were_subjected to a* analysis of varrance. Retults reveal no
effect.of print type (F < 1). Reading mode/just missed significance, with

slightly greater than oral speed, R7= 2.11 vs 1.68 'syllables per
sedond,_F(1,18) =-6.54, .01 < p< .03.

I
'Pearson produce-moment:correlatiOn coefgitients were calculated be-

tween pairs of the various Measures,of eading behavior; Estimatqs Of,the
each_measure (f.e.,,cerrelations of each meastre with it-

self across stimuli) are presented in Table 10. These data reveal that)
all tut the prompted recall:and comprehending measuretaken on the sentence

A -

InSert Table.10 about here.

recall task were reliable at .01. In contrast to low correlations
observed in Experiment 1-, the comPrehending measure calculated on story
reading performances yielded a high reliability value here. However, the
low correlations of the comprehending measure on the sentence recall task
leave same doubt abour its reliabilit;-.

In calculating CorrelatiOns between measures,An cases where more
than onemeasure had been obtainedper subject, values were,added and the
result was correlated. Correlation coefficients are displayed in Table 11.
It isimroortant to note that teacher ratings of reading ability correlated

.highly with' Standard scores (a< ..01),' indicating that 'the 'basis for match-
'ing subjects was legitithate. In this regard, it is interesting tolhote'
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Table lp
Intercorrelations Among Various Measures of a

-ngle Dependent Varian& Irdices of Reliability

,CORRELATIONS__READING BEHAVIOR

speed
2. lasdues_

Comprehending_.Free recall
. Prompted recal
. Cloze

Sentence Recall Tasks
7. Reading speed
8. Miscues
9. Comprehending

10. Word recall (Total)
' '.-82

.92- t

.86.

.66
.72
.50

.

.95

.04,:-

.74; .

OS
01

8

n.s.



sere Table 11 about here.
_--------

,

that speed ieasures of readg. werer4ighlYearrelat ad with -stand z ed-
,sdores'and 'teacher estiMates'while Miscues and.redall scares were not.
Aghether-this reveals a'true pictume-of teacher andJtest prlorities, in-

ining -or aesesslint reading cowpetence or whether it results fram other-
ewfactors awl ts stud

As in eriment 1, word recognition 'Values' w re ighly carrelated
pith 'several other measures indicating that this is an important factor

it

Though.correlatiens with the other measures were low, air recal
e Stwere intercorrelated, even those involving story recall and word

recall inthe,sentences. These values appear to reflect 01 aspect of
:reading which ia independent of 'reading speed and even independent of
Goodman's in-process comprehending measure.

The midst impressive measure of reading competence uncovered in the
present study was the cloze measure which_correla ed significantly with
11 out of 1:5 other measures. Apparently, a number of reading proceises
ere imPertOlt for successful cloze performance. As recognized by Guthrie
(1973) amonOthers, this appears to yield a powerful single index of a
hild's reading competence.

Though:ip recall, and'miscue values in the sentence recall task
were each,signipicantly correlated,with their sister values taken in the
story reading) S, the comprehending measure was not. This contributes
to thq dout- r ised above regarding the reliability of this measare of
reading abilit These other findings indicate that a sentence reading/
recall task-'y4elds a picture of reading ability *hich is very similar to
that r aredin paragraph reading. This is_perhaps surprising in light
of the very deferent nature of these two tasks.

As in_ - eriment 1, some of the scores were transformed to T-vaiues
te permit arisons among performances on different stories. The
original mean scores on the various stories are presented in Table12.
Inspection of values reveals that the measures taken on the two sibries

Insert.Table 12 about here.

yielded similar means, except perhaps in the case of prompted recall.
Also, one craze story proved slightly harder. Comparison of scores here

.to tho e in,Table 6 of Exneriment 1 indicates that though they were below
grade- èvel in their reading, stbjects in the present study (4th graders)
achieved ewhat,better reading scores than subjects.(2nd and 3rd graders
in Experim nt k ex,cept in the case of miscues. Both the means and standard
deviations the 4th graders were higher indicating a greater number and
wider'varia on in reading errors than the average 2nd and 5rd grade

3 4



Table 11
eriment'2: 'Tntercorrelations

g Dependent Measures (N*20)

.(Age) (RL-TY= RL-S Sil (Meis) Co
1 .2 6 7

Age
Reading -Level
(Teacher Estim.
Read Level- CN

. (Stand- Test)
4. Word Recog. rrors .44
Text_Readin

vS. Glml Read. Speed: -.27
6. Silent Read. Speed -.20
7. Miscueta .15
8. Comprehendinga .10.
9. Free Recilla
10. Prompted Recalla -01
11. Clotea -.08
Sentence.Recall
12. Reading Speed
13. Misduesa

14. cPmPTehendinga
15. Word Recall (Tot),- .15

.07 -.78** - 21 .07

.52*_ 32

.77** .70** -.49* - .83* -.29 =.01

.68:** .51* -.22 -- ..20 --14
-.21 -.25 .52* 2 ,.20 -.33
.07 .07 .32 -.01 . -.14 -.
.23 .09 -.12 -.10 .19 .15 .34
. 37 .49* -.42 .40. .19 .29 .27

.61** -.63* .47* .27 -.45*' .48*'

-.27 -.82** ,73
.22 ---.22
30_ -43, .38-

. 10 .27

Age
Reading Level
(Teacher Estim.
Read Level (N*17)

3 3.2 .49* .82 -.41 .4(Stand. Test)
4. Word Recog. Errors -.12 -.42 .54* .73* -.61**
Text Reading
S. Oral Read. Speed .10 .40 .94** -.35,
6. Silent Read. Speed ,.19 Ne49 .27 .77** -.19

Miscuesa .15 -.29 -.45* .53*
8. Comprehendinga .34 .27 .48* -.29
9. Free Recalla -- .62** .46* 2 07
10. Prompted Recalla .62** -- .29 .00,
11. Clozea .46* .84". -- .48* -.32
Sentence Recall
12. Reading Speeda -.02 .29 .48* -- .44 .01
13. Miscuesn. -.07 .00 -.32 -.44 -- -.30 .1714. Comprehendinga .02 -.30 .61** .53* -.39 -- .09
15.Word Recall (Tot)a 58** .78** .62** .01 .17 .09

-.54* .94** .77* -.37 .02
.73** -.35 -.19 .53 -.29

-.61** .40 .26 --.28 .36
-:18 .11 .07 -.07 24

(FR) (PR) :- (C10z) (RS)
9. 10

.01 -.08

(Cos6) (WR)
14 15

-.30 5

.10

.40 .11

.26 .07
-.28 -.07
.36 :.24
02 .58'

.50- .78**

.61** .62**

05

aTheSe values are based on stuns _f dependent Measure:
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-Table 12
o ute Values of Scores on Dependent
Measres Before Tr ans _oratations

ST-- TORIE

Pete ' s _Special
Hat Passenger

- Miscues
Mea.n 16.2 l.4
S.. D. 11.7 - 10.8Range 0 2-52

mE.!,1Le2,.41.A.n
Mean ; . 79 . 81

' ,S. D. .15 ., .17Range .40-1.00 SOl.00
ee Recal

an
S. D.

Range

ted Recall
Mean
S. D.

Ranee

Cloze o . Correct Possible,
Mean
S . D.

Range

C oz No: Correct + A cept
No. Possib le

Mean
S. D.

Range

36

6.7

1

8

II

2
4.8

-8-25

andrna
Skunks

-8 .

09
.19-.56

.60

.11
. 43- .433

29



The third _e eriment w to replicate_the..erigina. _.... ..ucteo. Ty Ehr-iilce 4) who reported facilitation of reading
----. ri----- .

srieed among third graders as a consequence of printed intonation cues.
The first two experiments bf the present project,differed from the originalstudy in several-respects. Because it is unclear which difference might-be
the critical one, -and because it is passible that previous positive resulta,were spurious; a- result of chance, repliOetion was regarded as essential-

. in the face of two experimental failures.

a One difference between the two experiments reported above and the
Ehri and Wilce study was that Ss in. E-1 and E-2 were told explicitly.about
the printed word size cuis andhow they might prove uskful, and Ss weregiven practice:producing the oral correlates of these cues. It vras noticed
that these Ss tended to go slower in reading the treatment texts, perhapsbecause they -were trytng to attend ta these cues. Since the opposite effecthad been detected in the original study (1. e. , faster speeds) , this pro-cedure wa's dropped in E-3. If the cues supplied useful information, thenit Was thought that readers might come to depend upon them spontaneously.

Subjects. Third and fourith graders (N 63) were smnpled froth two
gliddle-class schools in Davis,- California. Twenty-one tripletg*of Ss wereformed on the basis of very Similar total reading scores op the Miti-opPlii-
tan Achievement 'Test, and methbers wire randomly assigned to one of three
experimental groups. Mean grade level equivalent scores on the' reading testwas 4.0', with a range froin 3.3 to 4.6. The mean chronological 'age of thechildren was 9-1 years. Sixteen triplets were third graders and 5 tripletswere fourth graders. Nine 'triplets were male, 9 were female, and 3 were
pf mixed sex (total Of 32 males and 31 females). Children were tested
during the months -of February and March.

.
.

Materials. Some of the same stories and sentences employed in thefirst two experiments wer used here ("Pete's Hak,"'Special Passenger,",. '."Steleri Bush"). In addii on, the two stories used by Ehri and Wilce(1.974) Were included ("Gr wing Oranges' " "Mammoth"). Three printedversions of all the materials were used: standard, intoned, random, The
sentence recall task was comprised of 10.pairs of sentences.. These were
employed in Experiment Two and are listed in Table 7. ' Pairs were divided
to create tWo matched sets of sentences, one 'Set to be read silently, one
orally by Ss. To introduce a delay between the reading and recall of each-,
sentence, Tubjects engaged in naming colors on cards displaying 20- blocks

...of S differeni colors.

Procedures Each child was tested individually, by a female adult on
two separate days, with daily sessions lasting:30 to 60 minutes. The
schedule of evenis is sumarized in Table 15.. Procedures differed from

.. .. ....

Insert Table 13 about here.



Table 13
'Events of_ Experiment -Three.

Training and Practice

_Introduetin to_ Print...az ----Intonation-and- random-printsubjects-ashown a page of their print type, the word size variatiens are des-cribed, and Ss are aSked to point to each of the threi-izes. .Standardst are showna standard-print Sage, and the print is described as middles
Practice reading two stories aloud: stories are srinted in intoned,
random, or standard print; E reads first page, child is ,rtold- to follow
print with eyes, _E_prPents recall questions; child-an,d E read
alternate pages -aloud,-E asks recall questions after,each page.
Titles of stories: "Pete Gets His Hat", "The Verylpecial Passenger"

Practice reading story aloudar&4 silently: child reads entire story,firjt three pages- aloud, second three pages silentlT E asks recallquestions after first half 'and afier second half of story.Title of story: "The Stolen Bush"

Practice'' rereading first page of previous story ("The Stolen Bush");
E. explains and demonstrates what reading with expression means ; child
makes several attempts read page rapidly but'with,much expression;'
trial, late sto wh ading is smooth and ipea-ceites to increase.

Rep ii

a.

PP
-5 re

pag
b. SrdS

ecall q

Sentence 'Reading
half silently.
Sequence of even
a: E measures S
b. S practices

sent enc e on
names color
sent ence) .

c. S reads and
onally dd theoi

wilce 1974) Procedures
rznges' story: E and S read alternate pages

S following print with his eyes when E reada;
age silently; E asks recall qqeitions aster each'

story: S reads entire stoiy, (8 pages) silently,
tans at .end.

H1f of satences are read ora

i.e. /5
word prin
seconds,

z _at a time, ..the
-or the first ha



the above experiments in several snects: Effeets of the experi-
.mental treatment (i.e., print types) were dssessed between rather than
within .kubjects. 'In other'words,, each 8 'was exposed to only one print ,

type threughout ihe experiment, 'either iiandard, intoned or random, and
reading,performancee were zompaied on the same stories 'between-illbjects.___

_ - h7,77 al-.
--e-rather-than- on-different: iteries within the same aubjecti. (2) No pretest

to assess reading abilitywas'given since recent reading achievement scores
were aVailable from teachers. '0) No ward recognition training vas given
prior to each-reading task since readers were thought to be familiar with--
-words contained in the sentences ,and stories. (4) Instruction lithe
meaning and use of word size and spacing cues was not given.. The child's
attention was merely drawn to word size differences in the intoned and
random conditions and he Was told, "The'different print sizes may help
yOU to read better." . No mention Wes made of spacing cueS.. :'-(S) The
sentence recall task wds shortened, 4 delay was introduced between reading
and recall qf -eh sentence, and no dloze task was employed. Also miscue
and cdiprehe in measnres were'not obtained on the stories since the
number\of e a s comnittled on orally.read stories was not sizeable. (6)Gnly recall, not free recall of stories was elicited. (7) A new
:.task'wa included, one requiring S to reread an intoned OT random print
page of text several times orally-With expression. It was thought that
intonation cues might prove useful and enable Ss tO read fasterwith
tewer.errors. ,Nascues were counted here.

-

Following (the introduction in which word size variations were,pointed
but to sUbjectsjn the intoned and random groups, two stories were read
aloud, each page alternately by E and S. S wak told to follow. the lines
of print with his eyes, to'read as fast as-he could but to think abdut themeaning because he would be asked some questions at the end of each page.S read the third'sfory by himself, the.first half aloud; the second half.,
silently. E tested his recal after each section. The final task of the
first ddy w-ars to reread the first page-of the previously read story,
several times. E explained, "I would like you to pretend you are a
teacher reading The story to a group df children. 'You must read. tbe story
with much exeressi9n SO that the children, will pay, attention to WhFt the
story telle..-ihem." E exPlained and demonstrated what'reading,vith 'expression
meant before the chird proceeded,: S was reinforced after'each trial forA
remding faster with better expressic7n and without stumbling over words.
Re4eading was terminated after a Minimum of four readings when S had
ceased to improve his speed.

.
.

' On theSecond day of testing, E and S alternated in reading four
pages of 'the first store- ("Growing 5ranges") aloud, S read the final page

_
-,
-silently, and-g asked recall questio4p after each paie. The second story
("Mmmoth") was read silently by S, and prompted recall questions were
presented at the end.. The sentence reading and recall task followed this
after S wasrgiven practice with the procedures. For each sentence,'S read_

i

the seaence, turned the cardover to i:ead the final word, immediatery
began naming colors as fast as possib e for 12 seconds, and then'trkfd to

'recall the sentence he had read. Half of the sentences were read oralliv *.

in a block, half silently. The order and particular set of-'sentencis read
-in each Mode (oral, silent) were counterbalanced among triplets. Ss,read-_. ,ing silently were told not to reread any sententes once they,had started.



Also, they were told to guess or -skip any words they did-not -know. Theirreadings were timed from Vs instiuction, "Begiii.," to the flip of the'card
when E praised a button iggistering tit electronic "blip"uon the tape..

.

reading -respenses werektimea4vitli a stopwatch_ eithr.duringte_ng or stbsiteientlYWhile the experimenter list-411'dd to a tape recodiiigof the session. To compere reading speed acrati materials, latencieswere converted to _syllablet per. second,

Results
r.

Several analyses of variante were uied to assess effects of the
independent variables on performance. 'In,this experiment, hypothetes weretested at 01 and post hoc comparitions at ,E < .05'. To assist effecte-of the, principal variable, print type, either one or two-way analyse§ of
variance 'were conducted, two-way for cases Where reading mode (oral 'vs .
silent) was a second factor. In all cases, the- se fcond _actor was.a repeated,
measure. Me= values are reported in Table '14. Also, to check on whether
variables included for purposes of control influenced,performance, analyses

Insert Table 14abeut here.

were rerun with setrr .order of presentation, or sdmius set included_
variables. To equate -fpr ntimber of Observations across cells1 't 'was
necessary to eliminate one triplet j.n' the Latter two Cases. Because three
trivlets were of mi_xed sex, these'were Omitted in. ihe analysis includine'
sex 'as a factor. Nlo main effects or-interactions were detected as
function of these control variables.

1'

In the analyses' or reading speeds on the -stories, no main
interactions as ,a fnnotion of print type were detected (2. >
reading mode yielded significant main effects, with F(1,60) =Z3.63,

.01, in the second story, and F(1,60) 'm 32.16, .01, in the third
ry. As evident in Table 14, sTlent reading speed was %faster than oral

'speed in both- cases. One factor which was confounded with mode and-which
very likely contributed to this difference was the section of the story
read.. Silent reading always occurret1 on -the litter part of the story
following oral ading,

or,
ev'er;

In additidn to the above speed analys s, rereading speeds over trials
were ex=ined. FolloWing their -reading of the entire .story ("Stolen Bush") ,

Ss _reread the first page orally several times. They were told to_try to
read rapidly but with,expression. Since speed was the meas.-131'e -affected, by
print type in the Ehri and Wilce (1974) study, it, was expected that in-
tonation cues might Drove useful in this. task. However, :,.results failed to
yield any differences as a function of print type (F < 1). There was sig-
nificant improvement, though, in speed over trials,. F(4,240) -= 23.11,

Al. Ss' tobk, 43 .seconds the first- time they read the page, then' time
increased to 47 seconds on the .first.rereading, and subseqUently declinedfrom 40, 37, to 35 seconds on Trial 4.



,Table 14
Mean Scores on Measures of Reading
as a,Function°of Print Type Read

PRINt TYPE
Aard:

.*Dependent Measure Std. Intoned Random Mean Deviation F(2,40)
Reading Speed (syll./sec.)
First story (oral) 2.80 2.98 2.85 2.87
Second story --oral 2.66 -2.83 2.78 2.76

g- s en t 3.77 3.79 3.55 3.70
Rereading -telt time sec 31.9 -31.0 31.6 31.5
Third story -oral 2.57 2.72 2.64 2.64

--tilent 3.87 4.01 3.60 3.83
Fourth story --silent 3.67 3.64 3.07 3.46

Prompted recall -stories
Second story, f0.9 11.5 10.9, 11.0
Fourth tory" 13.5 13.7 14.0 13.8

Sentence Read/Recall Task
Read speed -oral 2.23 2.30 2.33 228

--silent 2.54 2.35 2.31 7.40
Proportion words recalled
Tbtal (oral reading) 64% 63% 63% 63%

,Total (silent reading) 55% _64% 58% 58%
, ,Iyascues (total oral) 4.05 3.14 7.10 4.76

-Rerejding"- miscues 7.21 7.91 6.25 7.12

aError term for main effect of print typ

b,Error terMrfOr main effect of reading mod_

(0.57) <1
(1.43)a- <1
(1.09)b
(7.15) <1
(1.40)a <1
(1.17)13

- (1.34) 1.35

(2.07)
(4.87)

(0 68)a
(0

<1

(024)2'.
(0.12)°
(6.49) -2.14
(7.37) 1.35

(oral vs,' silent)
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e use of thenossilitythat subjects were striving for accuracy
rather than spaa in their oral rereadings, the number of 'reading miscues,
was talliedand,analyted. Re'sults indicated that none of theithree.tteat-
ment groups differed in the mean number of errors, F(2,40) =

.01._ (tee Table 14.)/There was some tendency For erTors to decline,
over trials, F(4240) = 3).6,00, .01 < < .05. Mean errors on the first
reading were 7-.6; from the first rereading to the fourth rereading, errors
(idclined from 8.9,to 5f7 .r.7- The interaction effect was not signific t.

6

AnalYSis of promptedreCall values revealed no main effects,- o inter-
actiehSas.a function of print type (- .01),

To Otain a measuie of teadingspeed in tht sent;nce read/recall task,:
the Itearvnumbers of syllables Per second on the-10 sentences read orally
and tht 10 sentences.read silently Were calcUlateefor each.subject. An

Hanalysis:of variance en these values reVealed ne'main effects or inter-
aztions > .01), Contrary to results on the:stories, subjects did not
read the sentences faster silently than orally', P(1,60) = 4.0, IL> .01.
:This suggestathaf differential spdeds on the stU'ries resulted-from the,
partidular:section being read (i.e,first half or second half) rather
than from readdn

-To obtain a measure of ts' sentence 'recall, the mean proportion of,
s PeT sentence was '.calcurated for orally read 'sentences-and for-

silently read sentences. Mean tbtal recall values are given in Table 146
Analysis.of variance of these scores revealed no effects of print type Or
mode (p >,.01).,

In'addition to total word recall, the:mean proportion of big, middle
size and small words per 'sentence was calculated for the=intoned and
random print groups. (Note that the.patticular words-comprising these: Sets
Were'ne-edssarily different fbr the two grquPs.) To produce 4 baseline for
the intonedgroup, recall of the tamp words was calculated for the 'standard-
print subjects .(who of cburse Viewed all .thtSt words in middiesize print).

,In the analysis,of recall as a function of word size, a main_effect
-of word size Was detectedi F(Y,120) m 19,04, R < .01. Post hoc cemparisons
using Tukey's method revealed that big words were recalled.significantlY '

better than small words which -were in turn recalled better than,middlesize
words. However, a significant interaction between print type and -Word
size also:emerged, F(4,120) m 7;41, 0 < .01. Mean values are reported _

Table- 15, Inspection=of these values revealS that.word size recall dif-

Insert Table IS about here.

ferences were most pronounced-among intoned print subjects,-were Present
but to a lesser extent among standard print subjects and disappeared among
random subjects. Sincethe.word site riCali patterm'was identicaf for
standard and intoned groups, yet only the intoned Ss actually saW the
differing word sizes, this suggests that the partiFular-words happening
to fall-in thest.categories'ra -tr than the physical size of the'words

4 2



Word
Size

Table 15
Mean Proportion of Words Recalled in the,
Sentence Recall Task as a Function of

Word Print Size and Print TXiaentGrovpa

PRINT TREATMENTGROUP

S andardc
_

Intoned
,-

Random Mean
Big 0.65 .71 .60 .65
Medium .55 .57 .62 .58
Small .58 .64 .60 .61----

MEAN 59 64 .61 .61

aMS (120) == .0096

1/TVMS14-= .024 p.05 for mix effect of.,wOrd ize.

cSize values for Standard Print'Group refer to recall of word
in three sizes in the intoned version of the text not actual
by Standard Print subjects.
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accounted for the recall Pattern observed. This. is also suggested by he
fact that size-based recall differences were not evident for the random
print group who saw different words in the three sizes. Inspection of the
grammatical form classes ofethe particular werds falling in each of the
three site categories on the intoned print sentences revealed that word
types known to be more difficult to remember were disproportionately
represented in the middlesize gepup. ,Clark (1966) aiong others has found
that verbs are remembered less accurately than nouns in a sentence recall-
task. Of the 79 words in middlesize type, 46% were verbs, 33% nouns, and
16% adjectives. In contrast, of the 64 big words, nouns accounted for 61%,
adjectives 27%, and verbs only 13%. Most of the little words ctotal of
137) were contexe dependent types, with'prepositions, articles, auxiliaries,
and pronouns accounting for 88%,'and verbs accounting for 9%. Hence,_the
predominance of verbs very likely explains the poorer recall of middlesize
words by both standard and intoned subjects.

In order to examine relationships among the various measures of read-
ing behavior, Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated. Esti-
mates of the reliability of the measures are preseneed'in Table 16 All

. ..

Insert Table 16 about here....
but the prompted recall measure proved significantly reliable. Correia-
tiope between measures are reported in Table 17. In cases where there

..... -e . . .

Insert Table'17 about here.

was more than one measure of a reading behavior, scores for each subject
were summed, and these sums were entered into the correlations.

,As noted in the reporting of reliability values measures of prompted
recall on the two stories ("Stolen BUsh" and 'Mammoth") were not signifi-
cantly correlated yet the sum of these scores correlated significantly
with sentence recall Inspection of the'coreelations of each of these
stories separately revealed that recall scores on the "MaMmoth" story,
accounted for the significant relationshipAoetween prompted story recall
and sentence recalkreported in Table 18. Whereas the correlations be-
tween "Stolen Bush": and eentence recall were .13 and .14 (pee ,05), the
correlationsjietween "Mani:moth" and sentence recall were .32 ( ie < ..0,5) and

(2. .01).,One reason for this, mieht be that ''Stolee Bush" was an eaeierstoreto read thele"Mammoth."
As in the Previous studies, eecall measures were intercerrelated and

also-speed measures were intercorrelated, but recall and speed were not
enificantly coreelated indicating that they are independent aspects of

,reading ability. The Metropolitan reading achievement scoree cerrelated
ianificantly with the seeed but not the recall Measures indicatieg that.
despite its face validity as a' measure of word and paragraph knowledge,
this teet appears to reflect how rapidly a child reads rather than how
well he remembers what he reads. Contrary to the first experiMent, silent



Table 16
eriment 3: .Intercorrelations Among

Various Measures of 'die Same Dependent
Variable Indices of Reliability .

Measure Correlations Significance
Oral reading speed text 92 to .96 * *
Silent reading speed text 63 to .87
Prompted recall text 19 n.s.
Word recall --sentences .72 **

.0

.4.



Tafge 17'

. Experiment 3: lntercorrelation
,Among Dependent Measures 63

2 _ :45 6 7 8- 9 10 11su Age (Gr) (RL) (011i) ,(SRS) (Rec) (5SP (5RS) (WRO) (WRS)
,

Age

Grade

. Reading Achievem 1_ Test
)xt Reading Tasks

Oral reading speee
. Best -oral rereading speed

Silent reading speed4 .

Prompted 'recalla

-.24 -.07 .01 .

-.17 .00 -.03
.28* ,00 =:03

68** .04 .15-

-.57** -.03. -.03

.69** .03 .05

.03 33*
'.38

.03 .38**

-- --.04 -.03
.04 -- .72**

mtence Reading Tasks

-Oral reading speed

Silent reading Speed

Word' recall_ (oral. reading)

WQrd recall (silenCreading)

ese represen

*

-,12,.

-.20

.26*

,63**-.12

- Aor
.00 --

-.08 37**

00-.22

-.20
-.08

.37**

--

.76**

.26*

.10

-.22

-.76**

--

-.20
.06

.30*

,80**

-.63**
-.20 -.06 .-30* .)110** 4 -63**_ , -- .

-.18 -.18 .23, .20 .07 -:64

.1.25 -.21- %--22 '.84** -.69** .60**
-.1/4 -.17 .28* .68** -.57** .69**
-,07 .00: .00 .04 -.03 .03
.01 -.03 -.03 .15 .-.03

-.18 4r -.25

-.18 -.21

.23, .22

.20 .84**

.67 -.69**

-.04 .60*1

.16

.16 --

,03 .79**

33*: -.12

.38* .06 -.72**
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reading speed was significantly correlated with a number of the other
measures, as.many measures as oral reading speed-. Perhaps subjects in
E--3 and also E-2 where silent reading correlations were numerous possessed
better control over silent reading processes than the younger readers
tested in

Interestingly, measures of reading taken in the sentence i.eading/
recall task proved to reflect the same processes as measures taken in the

-story reading tasks ap indicated by,the significant correlations between
sister-measures repotted in Table 18. This was true for oral and silent
reading speeds and for recall. It is perhaps especially surprising that

,Ss' ability to remember the words in single sentendeS read silently after
a 12 second delay is positively correlated with their ability to remember
details from an 8-page story read silently (r = .38, p < .01). Thii
suggests that 4 general comprehension and/or memory process is common to
both tasks. Since recall was gleasured in terns of word accuracy in the
sentence task, it may be that memory for specific words is more central
than memory for general icteas,

Also correlations amang the miscue measures and correlations between
these and the other measures of reading were calculated and are reported
in Table IS. The' speed with which children named colors in the task pee-
formed between reading and recall of sentences was also included. The
correlations between text reading miscue scores and the sentence reading

_ - -

InSert Table 18 about here... . ... ..
measure were not significant. However, miscue score's did correlate nega-
tively with reading speed, with faster readers precluding fewer miscues.
This relationshiP:held even when the measures were taken in different
tasks fi.e., reading speed in the sentence reading-task and:miscues in
story reading taskl. In other words, faster readers were more accurate
and slower readers-were less' accurate. This' picture is at variande with:
one suggesting a speed-accuracy tradeoff. To the extent that some readers
are set for speed and others for accuracy, one would exvect lower correla-
tions between the tWo measures, with some slow,but accurate readers and
same fast but inacturate readers. ,However,'this was not the case;

It is interesting that a postive relationship between speed of color
naming and speed of text reading was detected. This suggests that a basic
pacing,mechanism not limited to printed language bui Covering a:variety=
of visual stimuli may be operating. Work of Spring (1876) indicates that
'children who are particularly slow in naming' colors and,digits tend to be
nearer readers.

General Discussion and Conclusions

Thee experiments were conducted to explore whether text :printed to=
convey information about intonation patterns might facilitate same aspeef:-.
of reading performance in second, third or poor fourth grade readers: A
variety of reading behaviors, was examine Attempts were macle,to reduce

48



Table 18
Experiment 3 Intercorre ations Among

_Dependent Measures N =- 63)

Measures

1. Age
2. Grade
3. Reading Ach. Test

Text Read. Tasks
4. Oral speed
5. Best oral reread

speed
6. Sil,enr speed
7. Prorated reca 1

Sentence Read Task
8. Oral speed
9. Silent speed

10. Word recall (oral)
11. Word recall (silent)
Other Measures
12. Miscues (story readin
13. Fewest miscues -

rereading story
14. miscues - sent. read
15. No. colors named

41

_ 12 13 14
(MIS-S) 041 S-RE) (MISSR) (COLOR)

.06

..07
.10
.16

.17

.0g
.04
....)

'.:16 -.19 -.16 .32*

al -,03 .26*
.24 .03 -.19

-.04 -.11 .04 . .22
-40 -.14 -.21

-.27* .14
-.20 .1409 .07 -.05 .08

.13 -.04 .16

./4 -.01
1 .12 -. 0

.74 .12 -.04-01 -.02 -.04
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the error variance by matching experimental andoontrol Subjects on read-
ing ability and,by using each subject as his.own, control. Also, a variety
of beginning readers from lower class scheols in Sacramento CE-1 and.E-2)
'as well as middle 'Class schools in Davis, California, -(E-5) were'tested.

:Soime subjects were given explicit instruction and practice in the- use of
the printed cues whild\pthers were,leftto discover:the utility of the
cues. Despite these efforts, retults failed to yield any consistent
picture of facilitation aSa. consequence of printed intonation cues, cOn-
trary to preliminary positiVeNfindings reported by Ehri:and Wilce (1974).
,The few differences which were\Statistically Significant tended to be'single
isolated comparisons not repeated,in analyses With other Subjects. ,In
conclusion, printed intonation patterns do net appear to aid childrervin
their reading, and'hencethere is nPAUstification for adding te publisher
costs by.impletentingthis system withthildren'S books.

-In terms of theoretical considerations, it was e4lected that printed
intonation cues would proVe useful-because they would aid-readers in the

'operation of integrating words imto sentences.\ This,was eXpetted particu-
larly among beginning:readers who are thought tO,transform print tospeeth
),n order to make sense of printed Material. Negative'results Of the

. :present study may mean that this view of the reading process is wong in
one respect or another. It may be that speech is important only for recog-
nizing unfamiliar,printed words '(i.e.;'decoding letters:to sounds.and
attempting to find a match in the spoken lexicon), not for organizing words
into sentences; and onte children learnte recognize printed words auto-
matically so that they do net have to decode.them :(1..aBerge atuels, 1974),
they cease depending upon speech at all in tbeir reading'. -:Related to *this
is the posssibility that, even in the tomprehensfon of-speech, intonation
patterns may be relatively unimportant contributors to the process at, .

Synthesizing words-intomeaningful sentences. There is support for this
in the fact that people.acquiring English as a second language become able
to.comprehend speech long before they master its intonation patterns.. In
fact, some never do learn how intonation:works: If this.is the case,-then
there would be little reason to expect beginning readers struggling to
organize printed words syntactically togain much fromthis information
either. Another possibility is that intonation cues fail to help because
readers form expectations about syntactic patterns which extend oVer a
number of words not yet seen and which are :held for Completion in the
readers head.when he cotes to the words (Goodman,: 1970; Smith, 1971;
Rumelhart: in press). If this is the case, then expectations regarding
the syntactic function and intonation valuesto be assigned to words are
forted long before the Words are seen. Hence, printed information built
into words may merely serve to. verify expectations,' noi to help create
'them.

In contrast to the above proposals, a11-73-f which imply that they
positive findings repdrted by Ehri and Wilce (1974) occurred simply by
chance, the alternative possibility is that tests of the hypothesis in
the present study were in me way inadequate. The exmeriments may have
lacked sufficient powe--r i.e.', too few subjects were sappled given the---"rs
size of the error variance). Or stories were not difficult enough to tax
children's processing mechanisms. Or children were not given enough
practice to discover the utility of the cues. (In defense, it

5 0
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-
must be .noted that the texts were very expensive to print, So this imposed
a limitation on the number of stories available for practice.) Or the
wrong populatiOns of subjects were tested. Foi- example, it,might be that
intonation cues-would prove useful to more experienced or proficient
readers; 'Cromer (1970) employed adult subjects and observed,facilitation
.as a consequence of phrase boundary spacing cues. Although these possi-
bilities cannot be denied, they are regarded as unlikely and not worth
the cost of further pursuit experimentally.

A number of other relationships were observed in the present studies.
Although reading Mode was confounded with the section of the.passagebeing
read (i.e.; first vs. final section), there wasa tendency for silent read-
ing to praceed more rapidly,than:oral reading among all groups of beginning
readers-This is at Variance with the notion that oral and silent spp,e4,

tena to beequivalent among beginners. , The fact that silentepeed unlike
. .._

oral'speed correlated with very few'other Measures of reading among the
younger subiects (seconcigraderS in Experiment One) suggests-that begin-
ning readets may simply lack control of silent-reading processes,. Those
who' proceed at rates faster than their oral ,speeds May not be adequately
prodessing the Printed text, In Experiments Two and Three employing some-
what"more advanced readers'.(3rd.and 4th gradert), silent reading speed
was observed to o Th-_relate with.more'Other measures. is suggests that
slient speed may(.- avaliaindicator of underlying processing only among
readers who have progressed beyond, the beginnint,stages. In.any event,'
results'indicate that:in comparisonS.of oral and.silent reading speeds,
Uncertainty over whether'the r.eaders'are;:in contraloi the underlytng.,_.

procest'es in both modes must be considered,
..,.....,_. . ,

.

In the sentence reading/recall task employed in Experiments Two,and'
Three, wards -printed in middlesize-type were ,nocrecalled es'well as wOrds, .

in large or small typkz This pattern was evident with intoned print
sentences but not with'random print-sentences. However, thepattern also
occurred with standard *ririt where word sizesdid not vary.' These result's
suggest;that the Particulartries of words,assighed,to.the middle,site.
might have account"ed _for results. Inspection of the disttibution of wards
of-various graMmatical form classes ,confirmed that erbs,, known tO be more: .

difficult to recal4'weiddisproportionately represented in the middiesize
group. Nouns and function words-dominated the big and little categories,
respectively. NounS are-known to be more accurately remembere&than verbs
(Clark; 1966). Likewise, because functors'are very predictable; they,may
also be'reoroduced SomeWhat more accurately).

, .

Reliability values for most of the'measures of reading behavior
:-high. The one eXcetion was the comprehending measure suggestedby Good-

'man'(1973) as anindex Pf in-process comprehension. Althoughhaving lowor
reliability, this:measure was observed to correlate With prOmbted reCall
in Experiment One:. These resultScontrast With Goodtan's (1974) failure
ta observe,such a relationship, and theysuggeSt that the extent to which
beginning readers .insure Oat what they read is syntactically and seman-. ,

,

'ticallv consistent with what has already been read is positiVely related.

1

their prompted memory for the, contents at the end of the story. Why
free recall did not also correlate: with,the comprehending measure is not
clear. However, free recall measureS were correlated with fewer other

A ,



measures of reading than prompted recall measures in Experiments One and
Two. Perhaps possession of effective retrieval strategies played a bigger
role in determining how much of the story subjects'spontaneously remembered
than actual memory for the story.

The relationships between reading achievement scpres. on standardized
s of reading (i.e., WRAT or 9lossen in Experiment One, California Test
isic,Skills in Experiment Two, and Metropolitan in Experiment Three)

d measures of reading taken in the variots,experiments were examlned.
The highest correlations (a < .01) emerged between these-test scores and
easures.of reading speed. In contrast, no,significant correlations were
seFve between these tests and measures of free or prompted-recall

These results suggest that speed may be the most important
ity 'in thesetests and,-Jnemory.for meaning totally unimportant.

e most impresive measure of reading competence uncovered in the
n stUdy was the cloze measur6 employed in Experiment Two which
elated significantly with 11 odt of 13 other measures. :A0parent1y, a
r.of reading processes are important.for successful oloze performance.

reco ized bv Guthrie (1974/among otherS, this. appears to yield a
single index of a child's reading competence.

erime nts Two and,Three, two types of readingtaska were employed,
ng and singiesentence reading-and recall. It:terestingly,
reading taken in .the sentence :task proVed to reflect the same

processes as measdres taken in-the,:story taSks. This wastrue fpr Oral
speed, miscuesand recall in Experiment Two and for oraland Silent reading

,speedsand- recall:in ExPeriment-Three, 'It is pdrhaps esPecially surPrising
:that subjeotal%-abilitY,to reMember the words insingle sentences read,
silently-alter a 12 second delay was positivelY'dorrelatedWith,their
abilitY,to reMember.details from an '8,-pagq_story reaa7silently as Oceurred
in:Experiment Three.1:Illissuggests that a general COMprehension and/or
memory process may be common toboth tasks. Alsd,, results indicate that a.
good-picture ok a child's reading capabilities Can be (obtained by having
him read and recall single sentences as well as.paragraphs or stories.

The correlations-between various measures of reading ih the-Present
study were intended to be suggestive:rather than conclusive. , Although not
part of the central purpose of this study, these.relationships Were.purtted,
because,in -contrast to many studies of_beginning readers-, sUbjects here' were
tested individually, and measdresnot Obtainable with group7adMinistered
tests.were- employed, yielding a more-complete picture of relatiohshipS-

,

among children't reading capabilitieS.
r
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"Anal-

'Dependent
Measure

etesir--

Word recognition

WRAT scores,

4. Comprehending

Free Re

rompted Recall

Appendix A
of Variance : Tables for Experi.me

-actors Sdurce-. . df M.S.

AC

Grade
Blocks 8

Error 8

Conditimi 2
G x C 2

Error 32

127.57
539.60
551.41
3.63
9.41

318.29

Grade --3.28
Blocks 8 0.61
Error 8 0.64

Condition 2 0.02 <1
A C G x C 2 0.01 <1

Error 32 0.05

Grade 4 20.0
Blocks 8. 64.74
Error 8 205.79

C d6ndition 2 47.81
AC G x C 2 97.65

Error -/ 175.90

A

<1
<1

Grade 1 133.17 2.25
Blocks 8 155.90
Error 59.61

C Condition 2 69.23
AG G x C 2 84.13

Eiror 32 210.48

Grade 1 38.84
Blocks 8 89.58
Error 43.31

Condition 2 75.07
AC .G x C 2 57.42

Error 32 245.20

Speed

AC

Grade 1 96.00'
Blocks 8 115.74
Error 8 100.33

Condition 2 40.18
G X C 2 48.37
Error 32 205.38

A, Grade
B .Blocks

Error
Condition

AC G C

.593

.437
1.634
.105

.005



Dependent
. Measure

7.- Speed continued

Appendix. A

Factors

Continued,

Sourcev. df
Error

N. S.

_. 681
001
Ado
111

.001,
039
126

CD

ACD
C x

G x .0 x

Error

_16
2
2

32

Grad

Bloc
Erro

C Condit-
AC G x

Erro
Mode

AD x M
Error-
C x M

-ACD- G,x C x M- 2
Error 32.

150
.490

1.209
.799
.026
1590

2.490

.115

.509

.247 <1

.024 <1

.595

-Posttest:

.Speed Grade 1 '1.232
Blocks 1.590
Error 8 2.905

Condition 2 453'9
-AG G X C 2 :038

Error 32 1.616
D Mode -1 7.846

AD G x M 1 .144
Error 16 .803

CD C x M 2 .890
ACD G x C x M /, .123 <1

Error 52 1.065
F Print 2 1 .069

AF G x P 2 .015
Error 32 .339

CF C,x P 4 .124
ACE GxCxP4 .037

Error 64 .186
OF M x P 2 .157

ADE GxMxP2 .014
Error 32. .200

CDF CxMxP4 .097
ACDF GxCxM P 4 .091

Error 64 .198

9.77**

57

<1



Appendix A C

-Posttest:
Dependent

mea4ure.:

-.Factor Source
. df ?Or,: S,

A- -Grade, ---
.:-.8 Blocks 8 168.80

.Error 8 238..92
Condition --.- .2- 206 24 <1

x C' 2 111..60 41
Error r 32 487.24-

. ,

2 1-.26
GxP 2. .48.55
-Errer . 2,- 6803

x,P. 4 28.04 ..<1
G-'x C x p 4' '18.04 <1.
Error 64: 82.03

Z. Free
Recall,

CD
ACD

-Prompted

M.S. F

46.97
180.26
194.69
182.13
13.93

482.46
85.22 1.
14.13 <1
65.13
53.96 <1
91.34 <1
91.63

22.74
202.58
415.81
37.94

254.84
458.02
120.89
36.90
60.76
8.74

11.88 <1
51.40

<1 250.88 2.87
89.18 h 02
87.39

1 48.90
1 421.28 1 27

330.55
.99 23.58 <

19.47
123.64

7.64 <1
126.97 <1
172.10
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Appenaix B
Analys of .Variance Tables for Experiment 2

Dependent .

Measure:
Factor-Source

/FT
Oral Speed- Free_ Recall

Prompted
Recall

A Blocks 9 .991 179.29 10914
B Condition 1 .060 <l 31.68 <l 123.55

Error .337_ 161.44 179.58-
C Print 1 .008' ---<1 171.40 3.82 170.98 1.73

BC d x P 1 014 <1 116.28 2.59 17.56
_E - o. 8 .464 . 44.91 -_

Dependent
Measure: Miscues Comprehending

Factor Source df M.S. F

A Blocks 9 155.83
B,

Condition 1 517.68 '3.00
lb Error .9 172.57

C Print 1. 48.18 1.58
BC C x P 1 3.31 <1

Error 18 30.52

SENTCE READING/RECALL TASK

Dependent
Measure: ,5peed

Factor Source (if M. S.

40.62
1214.40

' 176.08
97.54
8.28

72.22

KsclICs

9

35
1

Craze

133:'00
80.6

201.8
65.02
4.49

72.42

Comprehending
-, -. M.S. F- M. S. _F

A Order 1 28.12 265.22
B Blocks 4 .155.52 126.72

Error 4 218.05 1.85
C. Condition 1 43.68 378.22

AC 'OxC 1 3.91 <1 70.22Err 8 155.58 151.32
Print 1 38.34 ,2.52 62
0 x P 429 <1. 0.72
Error 8 15 . 21 17.72

CD C x P 1 16.18. 4.77 0.02
ACD OxCxP 1 3.-85 '1 ..22

Error 8 3.39.- 27.3-7

n<. 01

- 143

0

. 042

.027

.033
. 059
. 077
.083
.031
. 001
.086
. 001
009

.085

29

<1
<1

<I
<1



Sodrce

.tarder,_
Blocks
Error

Conditi 9n
x c

Error
Word size
O x
Error _

C x W
_OxCx

Error
Wrint

"0 x
Error
C 'x P

O xCxP
Error _

W x- P
O x w P

.Error
CDF &CxWx12

ACDE Ct.xcx141xP
Error

0.0114
.0049
. 0154
. 1505
,4072
. 1317
.0118
.0020
.0028
.0067
. 0016
.0055
.0055
.0055
.0162
.0025 <1
.0000 <1
.0276
. 9068
.0055
.0065
. 0087
:0052
. 0045

"-ping: Speed

C-

Blocks
Condition..
Error-

Mode
C x M
Error

1.214
0.037
0.550
1.897
0.163
0.290

1. 05
1

1.93
1

1

6.54*-



pendix C
Match-pair t-test Statistics f9r,

Standard Print Minus Treatment 15iiint '

Comparison in Experiment 2

Intoned Ss Rana
aendent Measur t-value r-value

Free reca .56** -0.34
Prompted reCall -2_02 -0.80
Miscues' 2.20 0.76
Comprehending 0.88 1.41
Cloze -14.03 -0.87Speedtext 0..25 1.77
Sen., tence --speed 1.995 3.12**
Sentence miscues 1.14 0.64
Sentence -- Comprehending 0.74 1.18
Sentence -- word recall 0.94 1.11



Depen ent

Apppndix D
ia1ysis o Variance Tables fo

Factor
ading spee _

A.

Source
Blocks
Condition
Error

Reading speed A Blocks
(2nd story ) B Condition

Error
-Mode

BC x M
Error

Rerea g speeds

ereading best

Reading speed
(3rd story)

Reading speed
(4th story)

Promoted recal 1
(2nd st ory)

Protpted recall
(4th story)

. Sentence - speed

Blocks
Condition
Error
Trials

,CxT
Errdr

Blocks
Condition
Error

eriment

df.
20 ------

40 :

M.S.-

1-4-369---
. 2317
.3250

20 2.6771
2 0.2251

40 2..0393
_ -1 -28.2107

2 0.3629
60 1.1939

20 600.27
2 148.35

40 392.42
4 1563.43
8 25.62

240 55.62

54

20 31.3115
2 4.3602

40 51.1963

Blocks 20 2.4581
Condi. tion 2 0.6488
Error, 40 1.9563
Mode 1 44.4170 52.16*

BC C x M 2 0.4164
Error 60 1.381

-

Blocks 20 1.9091
Condition 7 2.4211
Error 40 1.7988

A Blocks 20 5.1968
Condition 2 1.0159
Error 40 :4.2992.

Blocks 20 49.0123
Condition 2 1.3611
Error 40 23:7236

_

Blocks 20 .59 9
Condition. 2 . 0585
Error 46 .4642

C . Mode 1 .4381 4.00
BC C x M 2 .3293 3.01

Error 60 .1095

<1
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Appendix Continued

Dependent
Measure to Source df M.S .. ,

Proportion Blocks 20 0.02 8,....,. ..-led-(total)--'
,

B C6fidifion-- 2 .0254
Error 40 .0555

C Mode 1 .0793
...

566
BC C x M 2 .0349 49

Error 60 .0140

Proportion words Blocks 20 .0823recalled by size B Conditio .2 .0705
Error 40 1641

C Mode 1 1948 4.54
BC C x M 2 .0851 1.98

Error 60 .0429
D Word size 2 .1828 9.04*

BD , C x W 4 .0711 7.41*
Error. 120 .0096

CD M x W 2 .0112 1.75
BCD CxMx 4 .0035

Error 120 .0064

scues ading Blocks 20 114.77
Condition 2 '73.49 ,

Error 40 54.35
Trials 4 97.04

BC C X--T 8 42.02 0
Error 240 32.32

,

Miscues senten e Blacks 20- 42.47reCall Condition 3 90.05 2.14
Error 40 42.15

63



Appendix4E
Bib raphy of Stories Used

Byron H. Van Roekel and Mary Jean Kluwe, From Fins to. Feathers,
Harper & Row Ba_sic,Reading Program, How to read in subject-matter
(2nd grade) "How the Cactus He/ps Itself' pp. 60-61.

Marjorie Pratt /and, Mary Meighen, Story Time. California-State Series
published by California State Department of Edulaktion, . Sacramento, 1961
(first and low to average second grade)

"Wait for William" pp. 66-76
"Who Was the King?" pp. 90-100

Ian ()ore and Lillian V. Mastrotto, Readers Digest Reading Skill
alder, Part 1, 1958, Readers Digest Services Inc., Pleasantville,

N.Y. 10570 .

"Grandma and the Skunks" -pp. 10-13
"Pete Gets His Hat" pp. 17-19
"More Than a Horse" pp. 44-47
"Joe Keller's Farm" pp. 54-56.
"The Big Man" pp. 65-66
"The Very Special Passenger" pp. 70-75
"Lost in the Mountains" pp_ 73-81
"The Stolen Bush" FP. 90-94
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oe Keller has a farm It is not like any fani you.haie ever seen,Have u everseen-a-turker-. a a toy-traibrHa-Ve yoireller seen
a rabbit that can d-rep money into a b . Have you ever seen a raccoon-r
that can pray ball? j: 'tog can see these animals on Joe Keller's fame.-

Joe is an animal tiainer, He has trained 28 different kin
. animals. He has trainkd them to do things no one over thought anima scould do. On his fano there is a sheep that does not seem to knowa sheep. It goes where Joe Keller goes, just like a dog.

Joe has a pig that seems to have come righr out of a-story-book. Thepig walks Over to some ckothes; The clothes need to be-washed, so the pigts the clothes into a big wash basket.
"How much ar'8---4ree and three?" Joe asks one of his 'chickens. Thechicken peCks six res. Does the chicken know that three and three aresix? No, it is a trick. "It is the way I train-them", says Joe. I givethem their food in a special-way. Slowly I train them to do what I want.'
People ask him if he, can train an animal to do anything. Joe Kellerlaughs. "Ne," he says, "I can not make a fish walk I can not make acow smile- And I can not make a cat sing like a bird."

How he- Cactus Helps Itself . (Brackets denot Clove Words)

Most plants need a [lot] of wa so t el. [can] grow But there is
[a] kind of plant that [is] found p aces where [it] is very hot and[dry]. This kind .,o'f plant [is] lled cactus,. Cactus lives [and] grows
without needing much [water

In these hot and [dry] places it does rain [Sometimes]. When itrains, the, [cactus] plant stores werer inside [itself]. The water lasts
for [a] long time because the [cactus] can grow and still [use] only alittle water [each] day. It usually rains [before] all the water is
[gone ] .

Animals ea,t many different [kinds] of plants. But most [of] them
'do not eat [cactus] because of the thorns [that] grow on the outside.

/ [These] thons would hurt an [animal's] mouth if he ate [the] cactus.TLs plant helps [itself] by having therns. and [by] being able to sto e[water] inside itself.

Lost in he
- I -

Don Parks was I s . He knew at now. And-he was frightened. Wherewas his friend Jim? They had started out to hunt together. But Don hadnot seen Jim for hours. Now here was Don high in the mothitains, all alone.Where could Jim be? Don walked .and walked. It was getting dark, and
Don did not know where he,was. . Which way should he go?

Then Don saw a Jight. Don thought it must be an Indian campfire.
Jim had said there were many Indian camps in these m tains.

- 2



Don was 1.ight. How happy:he was to see those Indians sitting around
their campfire! The Indians were very kind. They gave Dan food to eat,
and water to drink. Don told theh hosf he had lest his'way and his friend.

"What is your friend's name?" ane Indian asked him.
"His nathe is Jim," Don toldjam-
"Pire yodr'gun three times," said the Indian Don fired three she

Then the thdian-15at his hands up to his mouth-and called "Jit-ebeeeee!"
.

Soon don'heard the same.call-,,way off. "Jim-eeeeeee."' The call had
been picked up by another-Indian camp.. Then Don heard it again, way, ay
of '"Jim-eeeeeee!" Still another Indian camp had picked up ther&11.
Th n everything was quiet.

--All at onich Dan.heard three shots--way.,--way, off. He heard his name
--"Don-eeeeeee!" Then he heard it again, but this time.it was closer.
"Don-eeeeeee!" Each Indian camp Picked up the call'and passed 'it on to
the next camp.

4 -,

Then,:the Indian said'to Don, "Now. all the Indians in:the mountains
RhoW where you are. Add they know you are looking:for your. friend. They
will show hith the way." And one'hour,later there was Jim!

k--Acs (Brackets denote Cloze ords).

Grandma Hall lives in [the] cduntry. -Her e house [is] hot
-far from the [woods]. One day Grandma Hal s± ing in her:kitchen.
[1.he] was eating her lunch. [It] was,:a'warm day, [and] her back dOor waS
[open] to let,in fresh [air].

-

All at *ace. Grandma [heard] something. Thump! Thump! Shejlooked]
There in the Idoorwayiwas a skunk! Grandnig [and] ;he skunk,looked

at [each] other for a minute; "[Qh]" thought Grandma. 4"What if [he]
lifts: his tail and...!" lBut] the skuAk just stood [there].: His black
eyes were [bright] His nose moved as [he] took in the good (smell] of
food.

"He looks [as] if he is. waiting [for]: me te ask him [in]," she
thought She took [a]dish of milk amd,[put] it-on the tablel.. [Then] /

she pulled out ajohair]. "Please come in," said [Grandma] to the skunk.
"Please [come] in and.sit down.", [To] her surprise, the skunk [came]
into the room, -He,[looked] at Grandma and at[the] milk:on the table.
['Then] he jumped on the [chair]; ,Grandma-sa-tvery-still. : [She] -did not:
want to [frighten] ;he skUnk. BUt the [Skunk],Was very muchAt [home].
He drank the milk.- [Then] he jumped down and [ran] off into the:mods.

[Grandma]. Hall did not think [she] would7see'that skunk [again].
But the very next [day] she heard a thumlat] -the back door. There [in]
the doorway was her [friend]:the skunk. B t this [time] he was not:alone.

] Skunk was with him. [So] were six baby'skUnksl. "[Do] come in,"
a said [once] more. "Do some in, [Mr.] and.Mrs. Skunk. And [bring]

your children."
-Tirst came [Papa] .Slunk: Then came, Mama [Skunk]. Then, one by one,

[in] came all six of ithel, little skunks. Grandma gave [them] all some,'
milk to [drink]; After they had their [milk] out they went--Paua [Skunk],
Mama Skunk, and the [six] little baby skunks, Grandma [Hall] never saw
any of [that] nice skunkfamily again.
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[When] she s about the now] Grandma says, "Do mit elieve
all the bad. things [people] say about anyone - -even [skunks] "

_ore Th- a Ho

_

DoctorPete was a;yoting country-doctor. C ie was-hiS hbrae.
those days there were not many cars---,on the roads. . A doctor needed a=
strong bnggy,ind. a good-horse because-he hih to drive to the homes of
sick people.

.

Charlie was more than'a:good horse. He was atood,friend. He would
do anything for Doctor. Pete. Jie'knew that Doctor Pete loved him very
much too. , When-Charlie was born,,he was-a sick-little horse;- -TKe horsa=
doctor said he would not live.

.
.But Doc Pete took'good Care of the 1:ittle animal,.*and- Charlie grel7f: to

be a fine strong hOr8a. After that, Charlie went everywhere with Doctor
Pete. For-years they Went up and down those cOuntry roads together._ What

'good friends the man and theThorse were! How Well-they understood each
other!

Qne night Charlie and Doctor Pete drove out to see a very:sick Iiittle
_hoy,_ Tiler:drove far-out into_thacountry% ,Doctor-Pete-Stayecrwith the
boy almost all When the boy was feeling better, Doctor Petewent:
out to his buggy. He climbed,in and said, "Take me home, Charlie. : amvery tired."

4

- 3
Soon Doctor Pete was fast asleep in the buggy.

That country road was full of grass and weeds. There were many holes,
too. Bump,. bump, bump, went Charlie and the buggy along the road. Then
Charlie stopped. He knew Something was wrong'. He looked back at the
buggy. Doctor Pete was not there!

Charlie turned around'. -Slowly he went back along the road. He
kept looking around. He seemed to be asking, 'toctor Pete, where ill the
world are you?" Then he stopped;'1-There was Doctor Pete, fast aslebp in
the grass! I

Charlie walked up beside the doctor. He made noises. He stamped his
feet. At last Doctor Pete woke up. He c imbed back into the' buggy. -

-"Thanks, Charlie," he told his ftiend. " et's go home now. And this time
I will try to sta y in the buggy. '

The Stolen Bush

- 11-
Mr. Gray thought no one was looking. He stoppe4 his car and got out.

He looked at 'the beautiful bushes along the road. One had many big red
fowers- That's the bush Mr. Gray:wanted. 'He thoUght it would look-just
right in his garden at home.

He looked around again to see if anyone Was watching. Then he opened-
the trunk of his car and took out a shovel,. Mt. Gray.began to d g p the
bush:with the big red flowers. It was hard work but at last he got,thef.
bush but of the'ground%
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-1 ,_- --tr -, '`e loekeat,. the-bu-th 'and smiled. i "What- a beauti!-71 lie said out loud:-,nieS, isn't itl" said, someone _hind him. Mr;,..Graliyatrjeitdrar a4There thal his- horse se! -a manl in en 'spUit and a big. ,c
.,,r

!---4-----7k'Rangerk wa .s ghtened. . He knew hi-had be
stealing.-- The'Ranger -was the policemu of the forest. What would the
Ranger do:to him?1 --i

"You'know this 'is a National-- Pa d ' , the Ranger said- -,.

Gray-nadded.

-
.7 -

"That -- rneans this laud, this fores everything here bel
said the Ranger. "Isn't that so?-1,1
Still frightened; Mr. Gray nodded`again.

--s

"That's a beautiful bush" the Rariidr went qle in.his quiet voice,.
Many people come from far away to see 'this forest. Many people would

`like to see that-beautiful bush-.':' The Ranger got down off his horse.
"Come with me," he said, and he walked across the road. "DonPt you think
that bush would look good planted here in this _spot?" said the Ranger.

- 4--
Mr., Gray nodded. -
"Well then," said the Ranger. Piantit here right-

-now. And he 'sat down.
Mr. Gray got his shovel and began to dig. The groUnd ws hard andy. He had to dig and dig and dig. He had never worked to hard. The

R ger.did not say a word. He just sat there. Mr. Gray was so tired hewanted- to stop but he.kept on digging. At last he had a deep hole.

-
The ,Ranger stood uT. "New we need some water," he said. "Do you

have something you can carry water in?" Mr. Gray went ,to hit car and
found a small pail he could use. "There's 'a stream, down there where you
can get some water," said the Ranger, pointing down' a hill. '

Down the hillond up the hill 'walked tired Mr. Gray. He ,had to
to the stream many .times before he had enough water for the bush. By
the time he Was done, Mr. Gray was so tired he could hardly move. Atlast the bush was. in the hole. At last there was enough water, so the bush
would Trow again.

.

The R: anger-waited-until Mr. Gray got in his car. Then Mr. Gray andthe Rangerlopked at each other. "It's hard work to plant.a bush, isn't
it?" the 'Ranger said quietly. Mr. Gray looked down. Then he drove away
in his car. The'Ranger'smiled to himself. He was sure that Mr. Gray
would neve.r.scteal another bush.

Pete Gets Hila Hat
-

Every türday Morning., there is a line of boys, and giri---on GardenStreet, ITheyrare'waiting to soe a movie. The'movie neVer Starts beforeten o'clock. 'But the boys and, girls can not wait. They start get,ting in-,
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line befsre ten o'clock.
One Saturday morning there was a good cowboy movie. Pete Parker

came runnink down ihe street. He wanted to be one of the first to get
inside and see the movie. Pete took one look at the line of boys and
girls. What a long line it was! He was nd't going te go to the end of
that line. .No sir. Pete walked up the front of the line and pushed his
way in there.

. _

Pete had pushed his way right in
Andy mad but.he did not say a word.
and pulled off Pete's hat., Andy handed
"Pass it," said Andy. Joe passed the ha
it, Kate," said Joe. Kate turned around
It," she said. Pete's hat went down the

t ofAndy Wilson This made
what he did. e reached up.

he'hat to the boy-behind him .

to the girl behind him. "Pass
and passe4 the Aatbadk. "Pass
line until it got to Bdtty Cook

at the very end.
.

5 -
Pete,.turned around to Andy.- ."Where's my hat?" he wanted to know.

AndS, pointed;down thd line. "Itwent that-a-way," he said. Pete looked
badk down the long line. ,There at the end of the line was Betty holding
up Pete's hat. Everyone Smiled. But not ?ete.. He did not say Another
word. 'He Walked all the way back .to dotty Cook. :"Here's your hat," she
said sweetly.

Pete still goes to the movies on'Saturday mornings. But now hegoeS
to the end 6f-the line and waits,histurn to buy his ticket.

Els_aailm.,Laracketi denote Cloz9 wOrds)-
- 1 -

This story happelpd a [long] cite ago. It happened [one] summer to'
a girl [named] Nina. That summer Nina [and] her mother were living [on]
a farm. Nina did [net] like the children:whe [lived] down the road. But
[her] mother said that Ninajhad] tO, play with them. [Nina] was very
angry-. .'"1 [will] Atit'play with them!"_[she] .said to herself- "I [will]
rpn away.' That's what [I'll] dol" Nina put some [bread] and butter in

lbag]. Then off she went [down] the road.

2

_e'walked [and] Walked. 'How long the -adl seemed to bei Soon
.['she] heard a herse and [buggy] coming Own the road [behind] her .

man was [driving].the buggy. Nina knew [him].
. He lived near Nina's

, [farm]- She did not knoW [his] name so shecalled [him] the Big Man!'
"Hello, [Nina]," sa.id the Big'Man. ."[Whtre] are you going this [hot]

morning?"
"1 am running [away],"Nina said, leoking Veryjangry].
"It's het," said the [Big] Man. "1 am going,[fishing] now. Why

doW,t yop [come] fishing with me?: You [can] rpn away later."

5Nina Was] hot. Mayblishing wouldjbe] fun. Shp got into [the]
buggy. "Fishing giyes you,' [time] to think-things over," [said] th- Big
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t.
He shoWed] Nina how to fish. "[We] don'titalk when we [are] fish-

'ing,"'he told her., "[The] fish can hear!" So [the] two of them sat '
[quietly] and fished. Nina liked [the]'quiet. She ate her [bread] 'and'
bUtter. Then she [fished] some mord.: She caught [one] little fish, and
one [J,ig] fat one. What a [good] time she was having!

- 4 -
[Soon] she did not feel [angry] any more. And she [could] not wait

to-thow [her] mother the fish she [had] callght, At the end [of] the day
they climbed [into] the buggy. 'The Big [Man] -d ove Nina'up to [her] gate
and then he [drove] aWay.

Very S.ecial Pasten e

The big bus pul.led Over to the bus stop. Mr. Cook got on the. bus.
He looked around and laughed. -"I see there is a seat for me today," he
-said to the bus driver. The-driver laughed too. Mr. Cook was the only
passenger on'the bus.

"We will have another passenger soon ' the driver s "We will
pick him Up at West Street."

.

"How do you know?" atked Mr. Cook.
.

. "Oh, 1 pick him up at West Street almost every day," the driver, said
with aemile. "He is a very special:passenger."

,

"Is that so?"said Mr. Cook. "What is so special about him?"
"He does.not haVe to pay;to ride in my bus," the driver told him,
"That is speciall" Mr.:COok said in surprise. , "Why is that?"
"He saved a ,little girl who fell in the river,"'said the driver.

"Thelittle,girl's father is a bus driver.. So now he is a very tpecial,
pastenger to all the bus drivert. They giye him Eree rides because:he is

k
their friend."''

.

' "Do yo4 t_-p for him whenever,you see him?"asked Mr. Cook,
aid e_"No," s = driver, "if he wantS to ride he.stands at,a belt stop

like anyone:else. When he gets on he Aoes right to his seat in the back.'
Ir. Cook was"surprised. "Doesn't he" like to sit and talk to you7"
The driver shoOk his head. '"He isn't much of a talkerl", he said.

.:The pus turned into West Street, "There he is!" said,the bus driver.
Cook looked around. He didnot see anyone at the bus stop.
The bus ttopped. The door opened. IntetIfe bus came a big brown

dog. The dog walkedright to the back of the bus. He got right down on
the back seat. "There he is!" said the bus driver, laughing. "He is my
very soecial passenger."

'ait forWillian

- -

Little William lived in a big house On High St eet. 'He liVed
.

his mother-and his older 16rothers, Bob' and Dick. Onp ddy the boys _very.happy. They were going to.'Main Street to see the.circus parade.
The circut, paradet always went down Main Street. Away went the three boys
.to,see the, parade.

Bob Said, "Walk faster. We don't.want to miss Seeing the animals.We wantto see the elephan'ts." Bohwalked faster and faster. Dick walked

7 0
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faster and faster.

- 2 -
Little William had to,run to keep up with them.

"Oh," said Dick, "I hear the band. Run faster." Dick begdh.to run.
BO!, began to run. William could not run that fast. Then one of William's
shoes came off. He stopped to put it on. Bob and Dick did not stop.
After his shoe was on, William looked down ihe street. He could not see
his brothers. Little William began to cry. "I will not get to see the
elephants," he said. "I will not get to see the parade."

All at once little WlIliam heard a band playing. He looked down the'
street. He saw the circus parade. The Circus parade was coming dnwn his,
street! ,William jumped up anddown. "I will get to see the parade here,
he said. :"I do not have. tO go to Main Street to see the-parade"

The,parade'came down the street. William looked. A man on a-big;
horSe went by. The circus band went by. A girl riding.on a beautifill
horse Went by.- Some big-elephants went by. A man was walking beside ,the
biggest elephant.

- 4
-William looked at the big-elephants. He looked, at the man walking

beside the biggest elephant. William called out, "Hi, Mr, Elephant Man."
The man.heard William calling. He Ooked at William and he said, "Do
you Avant to ride in th6 parade?"

.

"Yes! Yes!" called William. William.ran to the man.. The man stopped
tHirbig elephant. He 'helped William get an the big.elephant. Away went
William riding an the biggest elephant in the parade. On 4tt the parade
'down High Street.

Then the parade turned antp,Main Street-.

S -

On -went William andthe big elephant down Main Street .

around for Bob and Dick. He saw them-with sOme other
Dicki Hi, boyS!" he called. His brothers looked

Jooked up.
"hook at William on the elephant," they callred:

sUrprised.
'-At last the parade was over. Mr. Elephant Man helped William

off the elephant.

"Thank 'you, M. Elephant Man," said William. William looked up a
the big elephant. "Thank _you, Big Elephant," he said. "Thank you for a
ride in the parade."'

Fm.

Willi.= looked
boys. "Hi. Bob!
up.- All of lzhe boys

.The boys were so

aa1412i-2171a1
- -

There are-many different types of farms in the United States. Some
farmers use modern'machinery to grnw and harvest their piops and some work
in the old way, Some grow Onecrop, some another. No two, farms are
exactly alike.' Yetall these-Earmers really have much in common; They all
are concerned about the weather.. They all are interes ed in selling their
crops. '

7



- 2 -
One especially interesting type of farm is found in Florida and

California. It-grows oranges. A field of orange trees iS a busy place
at mani times of the year. Tractors ire driven back and-forth between
the rows to turn over the dirt-and keep the grass from growing beneath
the trees. Men climb up on ladders to prune:the trees. They cut off many
of the extra branches so that the oranges can,get more sunlight and grow
bigger. They then get rid of the branches by burning them. The ground
is fed a carefully measured amount of fertilizer to feed the trees so
that they will produce lots of oranges.

- -

The battle against insects is, never over. These insects are not
wanited beCauSe they nibWe on the new leaves and buds.' Usually, spraying
the trees with,insecticide to_kill the :insects is not enaUgh. Many trees
are fumigated. When this is dOne, a vier big tent is placed Over an
entire tree. Then, a-special gas is rileased under the tent, killing the
insects. Many growers buy thousands of ladybugs to release in their trees.
Ladybugs:are beetles th.it are not harmful to trees but eat other insects
that are..

- 4 -
Besides insects,_ there is soMething else-that is bad, for orarige

trepa: .low temperature_ Sometimes in the winter it can get So cold
artund Orange growing lands that frost threatenS.tokill the new orangp
buds on the trees. Advance:,warning of frost is Usually given by the
weather bureau. Many growers also have automatic alarmas, -Which ring
even in the middle of the night if the temperature drops too low. During
the winter, some'farmers keep small stoves 5tanding in the groves. On a
night when frost is expected, these stoves are lighted. Usually, they
can.warm the air enough to'save the ;crop. ,Farmers hate,frost aimost as
much as they hate insects.

-

'When the oranges get rine and must be picked, more WorkerS come ta-
the grthre-than at any other time. ,As the men gather the golden fruit,
truckload after truckload ef oranges moves,toward town-,or to,the citY to

_be sold, Sometimes the fruit maybe carried:in large trucks or refri-
gerated fteight'cars to'markets thousands of miles away to places where

anges cannot be grown.

The M-

Scientists know that weather conditions on the earth have not always
been the same. There have been very warm periods, wet periods', dry
periodS, and some in between. Though these changes usually take a long
time to come about, this has not always been true.

- 2 -

In the year 19001 while hunting in northern ASia, A'aussian stumbled
over the body of a huge animal. The creature was frozen in the ice with
only its head stitking out; 'The animal was far too big for the man to.di
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out or move himse f. Instead, he axed off the tusks and.took them to the
nearest trading post to sell. 4

- 3 -
The manager:there bought the tusks and then asked about the rest of-

the.beast. From what the hunIer told him, the man recognized it as'a
mammoth,.a kind of elephant that had died out about 10,000 years 'ago.

. According to Russian law, all Mammoth andother frozen animal discoveries
-were to be reported to the government. The hunter did this, and a group
of scientists was sent to the spot.

- 4- -
The men put up a wooden' building around.the body. Then they lighted

fires.to thaw out the beast. Finally th6y packed up ,the parts, refroze
them in the cold'air, andshipPed them by sled to the railrded-station.
Later the animal wouldbe mounted in a Russian museut. ThoUgh mammoths
had been' found before, this-was a most unusUal discovery. The sCientiSts
knew that they had a real.mystery on their hands.

When this mammoth Was found, iE -as sitting on its back legs... One
of its front legs, was raised. Except for' parts of the'head, which had
been eaten by wolves, the animal was perfectly preserved, It was.so
fresh that the meat could even be eaten if-anyone cared to,eat "ele-
phant" meat. :Most amazing of all, there were buttercups on its tongue!

These clues ledthe scientists to believelthat wh n the animal-lived,
this part af'inorthern Asia had-been warm. Today it is a land,of ever-
lasting iceand snow. In fact the coldest temperatures in the world have
been recorded near this area!

: 7 =

Just before the mammoth died it had been feeding on grass and
flowdrs in the warmsunshine. Then, in a matter of seconds, the tetper-
ature dropped. Suddenly the animal was frozen.' It happendd so fast

-that'the mammoth had not had a chanceosetiallow its meal, Not one part
of the animal even began to decayi! From that time on northern,Asia has
been a frozen land.

It has been suggested that-to quick 'freeze a,mamm th, the temper-
ature would have-to drop almost at'once to more than one nundred fiity
d_grees below zero.. What'force could have caused such a sudden and
complete change in the weather?- Cou14 such a thing ever.happen again in
some part of the world? Scientists have many ideas about it, but they
cannot besure. of any of them. It remains an unsolved mystery.
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Prompted Recall

Joe Keller's Farm (El)

AppendiN
estions and

QUESTIONS ANSWERS

1. What kind of place as this '-a farm
story ,about?

Whose farm ts it7

67

ers for Stori

. -Joe Keller's farm*

-Joe's -Joe,Kel errs

3. -,What iS different about Joe -the animalS
,Keller's farm?

g,4. What ate some of the:animals -rabhit. ' -turkey _-zaccoon
on Joe Keller's farm? .-sheep 'ciig . '-chitken

-,.

-what'the animals

What can the anim'als do?

What does the turkey do?

_at can the-rabbat'do?

at can the rat _on do?

Who taught these
the different thi

7run a toy ;train
,-drop mdney into a bank
-play ball
-follo4 Joe Yeller like a dog
-put clothes'intol wash basket
-add three and three; answer questions

nin a toy train

-drop money

7play ball

als'4to do 4Joe
they dO?

10. HoW many different kinds of -25
animals has Joe Keller trained?

II. There is )n animal that
folloWs Joe like a dog but
-is not a dov- What is it?

Which animal seems like a,
story book animal?

13. What doeS it do?

eep

a bank

-Joe Keller

-walks over, to sbme-clothes
that need to be washed'

-.-puts the clothes into a big t.Ish
basket

14. Which animal can give the cor7 -chicken
rect answer to the question)
"How much-are:3 and 3?"

Can the chicken .(this al) -no
really add?

,
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Appendix H Continued

16. H4bw does Joe Keller train
(teach) h animals?

68

-
-gives them their food in a special way
-slowly he trains them to do what he
wants

Can,he-train an _imal to do -no
anything

18. Joe says, "I can not make a -walk
fish ." What can't he
make a fish do?

Joe says, "1 ;an not make A -smile
cow ." What can't he
make.a cow do?,

20. Joe says, "I can not make a -bird
cat sing like a ." Joe
can t make a cat sing like a

. what?

How the Cactus Helps Itself -(E1,2)

1, In what kinds of places.do cac- -hot.and dry
us grow? (If="deserts", then -deserts

-ask: What kinds of places are
deserts?),

, 7. Do cactus need a
to graw? :

wate -no

aces

Why can the-cactus grow where -Cactus lives arid
much water
-it stores water inside

-there is not much-water? "
ith t needing

if itseLf

What does the cactus do when -stores ater-ins.ide itself
it rains?

Why does the WateD last for
a long time?

--

-cactus lives and grows without
needing much water 7

Do animals eat cactus? -no

Why don't ani'Als eat cactus? -thorns -1 ould hurt 'its mouth

lls
.

-Ahat would hAppen to an animal -would. hurt its- mouth
if he'ate cactus?

What are two ways in which the -by'having thorns
cactus helps itself?A* -by,being able to store water inside

itself

a
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Appendix H Continued

Lost in the Mountains (E1,2)

1. Who was the story about? -Don Parks -Indians
Why was Don 'Parks frightened at -h was lost
-the beginning of the story?

Who was his missing friend?

-;What had Don And his friend Jim -hunting -been doing?

Where waPon n

What time of 4y was

69

-high in the mountains -all alone

-night -it was getting dark
Then what happened? What d d -Don-saw a light,Dan sei?

-saw an Indian campfi e

E light What did Don think -an Indian campfirewas?

Why did Don think it Was c
Indian campfire?

0 Was he right?.

im had said there were: many, Indian
camps in these mountains

-yes

11. What did the Indians give Don? -food :to eat and -water to drink

What did.Don tell the Lndians? -how he had lost- his way and his friend,
13. What d'd one Indian asK Don? -his friend!s name

14. What did the Indian tell Don -fir- his gun three,ti esto d

15. Whatid*A,. a Indian do?-
-put his'hands up to his mou
:calledolim-eeeeee

16. What did-Do tear? -the same call way o

=.17. Whopicked, up the call?'
3.:nother Indian cimp

,18. Then it was quiet. Then
what did Don hear?

19. What did the .Indian say?

.-three shots %ray, way o
-his name- Don-eeeeee_

-all tin*. Indians know where you are
-they know you are lOoking for your
friend-

they will sholi Thim'the way

How did the story end? 7 -Jim came to'Dort

77



How long did
get to Pen?

'Appendix H Continued

Jim to 7one hOur,

Grandma and the Skunks.(E1)

Where does Grandma Hall live? -in the co

What was she doing when she eating her lunch
heard something?

3. What was the'noise she-heard? -ath

4. What cad she see in the -a skunk
doorway?

Why had the skunk.come?

What was Grandma-afraid the
skunk might do?

70

. 4
-near the oods

-a skunk

-the good 'smell of food

-lift his,iail

What did Grandma do? said "Please 'come in.
(What did'she feed the skun ?) -put a dish of milk on
JWhere did she put-the diSh of
Milk?)

. What did the skunk do?'

Then?

10.- Did Grandma thin.k she would
see that- skunk again"?

.Did she see him again?

12. Was-he alone? ..

13. Who.was with him.

414. What did Grandma do?

What did the I

skunks dol
a a

16. What does Grandma sav when she
thinks about;the skunks now?

More Than a H- ,6 (E 2)

14 Who is the story about?.

Where did Dr. Peite live?

7 8
LI

:came into the room -loo
'Grandma and ,the milk -j

the chair -drank the mi
down -ran off,into the

-yes-

-Mama

-said "do come,in."
-,,gave them all some milk *

e table

ked at
umped on
lk jumped
woods

siX baby skunks

-came in -drank their milk -left

.-"do not ,believe all thb bad things
people say about 4nyone--evdn skunks.

-Dr. Pete

-in the country

rlie.



'4pendix H Continued

Charlie was mord than a horse -a geed friend
to Dr. Pete. -What else was he

When this story took place, whybecause he had to drive to the hdmes
did a-doctor need a strong of sick people
buggy and a geod horse?

sC What-did the horse doctor saY h_ would riot live
aboilt Charlie when he was born?

What did Dr. Pete do?

What kind pf horse did Char
"grow to be?

Where did Charlie go with Dr.
Pete?

7 oOk-good cara of Charlie _

-a fine strong horse

-everywhere

Where did Dr. Fete and Charlie see a very sick little- boy
go on the night in the story? -far out into -the-country-

10. How long did Pr Pete stay wi -almost all night
the sick boy?

11. What did Dr. Pete say to,
Charlie when he was ready
to go home?

-"Take me home,:Char
am very tired."

12_ What did r Pete do after -fell fast asleep
he climEred iito the buggy?

13. 'Why was the road so bumpy? -It ias full of grass and weds
-there were many holes too

Why did*Ch4rlie stop?

What bad happened.

16. What did Charlie do?

Pete?

. What did Charlie.do?

The Stolen Bush (El,

7 9

-he knew something wis wrong

-Dr: Pete was not there
-Or. Pete had been bumped right out
of the buggy

-turned around
7s1ow1y went back along the, road
found Dr. Pete

-made noises
-stamped his feet;

-fast asleep in the grass
:

-made noises
'-Stamped his'



Appendix H

Why did Mr. Gray stop his car
and get out,(at the beginning
of the story)?

Why did he look, aroUnd to see
anyone Was watching

at did he take out of the
trunk of his car?,

4. What did he do then?

5. Who caught him?

6. Why was. Mr. Gray afraid?

Who doeS the National Park
belong to7

S. Wh did Lhe Ranger make
Gr y do? (In the same place?

Why was Gray so tired?

10. Why was it so hard to.dig?

11. Where did Mr. Gray get the
water for the.bush?

12. Why did the Ranger smile after
Mr. Gray drove away?

Continued

he looked at the beautiful bushes
.

=he thought one would look Just right
in his garden at home

-because he wanted to take the bush'
-heAidn't want anyohe to see him take
the-bush,

-shovel

-dug up the bush

- the Park ftanggr

;he knew he .had been stealing.
the Ranger was the poliCeman
forest

-everyone

_e

-plant the bUsh again in a new place

-it was hard to dig a hole for the bush
- he had to make many trips to the
stream to get water for the bush

-the ground was hard-and dry

- froina stream

171 :was sure that Mr. Gray would never
eal another bush

Pete Gets His Hat (E1,2)

1. What do the boys and girls n
this storY do an Saturday
morning?,

2. Why is there a line of ys a
girls an Garden stTewt
every Saturday morning?

When does the m'Ovie begin?

4. On the morning of this story,
what kind of movie waS bein
shoWn?

=..go to 4e movies

ey are waiting to see a movie

-cowboy '



ApPendix H Continued,
-

t
What did Pet- Parker do When-he 7walked up to the front of the
saw the.long line of children? -pushed his way in. there

Who did he push his way in -Andy Wilson
front of?

hat did Andy feel? -bad

- nothing,

- reached up and pulled off Pete's hat

lit did Andy say?

9. What did Andy do?
a

10. What did Andy do with Pete's
hat?

What.happened to Pe_-

- handed the hat to the boy behind him
and said, "Pass it."

hat? --the children'passed it back to the
end of the line

12. Where diciPete's hat end up?. -at the end of the line
-with Betty Cook

When Pete turned around to -"Where't my hat?
:Andy, what did Pete say?

14. What did Andy say?

5 What did everyone do7

16. What did Pete do.?

-"It went that-a-wa

-walked all the wayack tathe end
"of the line- -ta.Betty Cook

0
-.17 Does Pete still go to the yes

movieS an-Saturday morning?

18. What does Pete do on Saturday goes to the ena cf the line,
mornings when he goes to the' and waits his tn to buy his ticket
movies?

The Man CE1)

1., when did this story happen .7a long time ago

2.

,

Who did it happen to? -a girl named Mini

Where were Nina and her mother -on a farm
. living that'sUmmer?

Why Wa$ Nina
mother? "

"

'What did-h
tedo?

gry wi h her -her mother,said she had td pla, with

s.
-;

A

otheriW -I-her -to play wjth some children that ihe
did,not 1

,some childTenithat she did not like



el

Mat did Nina, take with her? -some bread and bu

Where dld she go ? -off down the road

at d 'di she-hear co ng do -a buggy
the ra behind her?

Appendix H Continued.

de to do? -to run away

10. Who,Wast.driving the buggy. -a

Did Nina knOw him?

Did Nina know his name?

I him?What

14. Where 5sthe Big Man going? -fishing

5.,'What-d e ask Nina? go fishing th him
e.)

go fishing with him

yes

-no

-the Big Man-

74

..-The Big[ tAn

What 4idina, decide to

'What did the Big Man tel
abOUt fishing?

'Whit. did Nina do?

--fishing gives . you . time to think
things over

-we don't, t alk 'when
the' fish 'can:hear

-fished
--ate heX ad and butter

19. How many fish ,did he catch?

20 . Was she still angry ? -no

4to showWhar did she Want to do
the fish she caught7

er mother a

What did _Nina do at thIendiaf 11rnbed to the° buggy -wen
the day?

How did Nina he Big Man droVe her home'

4

The Very Specia Passenger (51 2)

Cook .1augh .hen he he was the Only passenger on the
he buS?-

What did the bus driver sa)/ -we will have. an_ _

8 2

pass-en
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endix H Continued
A a

%here did the 4tiver say they -West Street
would pick-up *anothe TaSsen-

-

ger?

know there would be a
-passenger to pick up?

5. What is so specidl:about the
very special passenger?

§- _MY doesn't the special
-passenger have to pay-to ride
'the bus?

. the special:paisenger Wan s
a ride,- what dOes-he

What-dOes the.special passen-
ger do.when he gets on the_bus?

WherA does the special
passenger sit?.

Is.the Special spassenaer
very talkati,ve?

Who. Is the liery spe
passenger?

.!

Wait for William (E2

because -t us-driVer
almost everyday ,

_

-he does not have to py t ide

-because he, saved a little girl,
who fell in the river
-the little girl's father is a bus
driver

-stands at,a bus stop 141,(6 anyone else

-goes right-to his seat

the back of the-bds

-he back:

W4p was the story about?

:Who did little William live
-with?

5. On the day of the story, why
-Were theJmys very happy?

treet:did the cirque
lways go deWn7

On ',the way to the pdrade, Bb -run
ancrDick walked faster and_
faster What did William hdVO:

do to keep 0.witA them?

-Lit le William

his mother
Bob-and Dick

-theY' were-going to
'parade

-Main

s older bro hers-
.

see he circus

6. Why..did Little William Stop? s

7 .: Did his brothers 5tOD -no



at did William do?

Appendix H Continued

rput hisshbe back on
After he put oruhis shoe; he -.he began to

. looked up but.he could not see
.7-his-brothers-Whatdid-he -do?

Why did Wil lfam c

What hear?

What: did William .see?

What things passed "Willi -7

14. ilho -did Willi eut to?

15. What did the Elephant
ask William?

-he -would not 'see the

-a band playing

-.the circus parade

-a big horse -circus band
-girl on a beautiful horse -elephants

-

-the man walking besi4e the biggest
elephant

76

-if he wanted to tide in

WhatdidWilliam say(de ide -Ye (to- de- ,-the- -eleph
to do),?

17 Who did William see on:
Street? '1'2

Why-were the -boys o

Pete Ge s His Hat (E3)

page 1
Why do the children line up on
Galeen Street?

-iris brothers,- Bob -and _Dick
'some other boys

to see William on

What did Pete say and do wh
he saw the line of children?

page "7

3. What did Andy do to Pete when
Pete pushed in front-of hiin?

What happened to- Pete's hat?

page

are,

eleph

o see a movie

will not
psir.,
e walked up to

7pushed his way

to the elid Of/fh6 line

the front of the
n thert.-

-he crot mad. -he did not say a word
-he reached up _and pulled off Pete's hat
-handed the hat to the boy-behind him
-and said, "Pass it.u_

-the children passedit back to the
end, of the 'line -to Betty, Co6k



Appendix H Continued

When Pete discovered his h
was gone, what did he do?

When Pete goes to ttle movies
g now, what does he do?

The Very Special P

pa''; Is

1. When 'Ax. Cook got on the bus,
,

he said, "1 see there_is a seat
for me today " and then
laughed. Why did he- laugh.

4.

-senger (E3)

7

_.-walked al the wa back to the end-
of the line
-to Betty Cook

-goes to the end Of the line
buy--his

-he was:the only passenger

What did the b0.s driver tell
Mt. Cook that he was going
to be, doing soon?

P!V
-3: What:is so special- about

very special.paSSenger?

Why doe the .special, pas-
..senger have ;o.pay tO ride
,the bus?

Da
5.

7we will have another passenger soon
-we will pick him up at West Street

e'does not have to
the bus

e 3
If the special passenger w -stands at a
a Ade, what does he do? else

The bus driver tOld Mr. Cdok -because Mr. Cook
about what the special passenp sit near,the bus
ger does when he gets on the talk with him
bus. Why did this, surprise
Mr. Cook?

-because he saved a
fell- it the river

-the, littleiwirlts fa
driyer

,-he is the.bus driVer

'Who

her is a bus

frie d

7. Who is the very speaal passen- -

ger?

Stolen:Bush (ES).

-QUestiOns to be asked after page

l. Why did Mr. Gray,stop his car:
and get out?

. -

ke anyone

thought he would
driver so he co

-to look at thebeautiall bushes
-he thought one..would ook jus; right
in hisgarden.at home
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Why did he look around to see -because anted to take the bush
if anyone was watChini him? -he didn't want anyone to see him

take the bush
page 2

What happened to surprise Mr. -someone talked to hi
_ Gray as he was--looking-at-'-the---------a-park-ranger-rode-`

bush he had just dug ktp? and talkd to him
?_the park ranger caught him

Why GraY a

1$- KoTs

-he knew he had been stealing
- the ranger was the policeman of
the forest

pag
5 . What did the Ranger tell Mr. -the,National 'Park belongs,to ev ryone

Gray about the- National Park -many people come froth far away o seeForest? the, beauti ful bushes

Q uestibns to be asked a

6. What did the Ranger make Mr. -dig a hole to plant -bush-in
Gray do? -plant the bush- again in a new p
Why was the job so hard and -the_grivnd was hard and dry
tiring for Mr. Gray?

rage 5_
S. The Ranger told Mr. Gray

water the bush. How did Mr.
Gray do this?

Where did Mr ay, get the
water?

page 6
10. Why did the _Ranger smile after -he -was sure that Mr. Gray would never

M-r. Gray drove away?

- with a. small pail he had in he t
of his car

a stream, down the hi

Growing Oranges

oaa
7 e story says that no two

farms in the United_ States are
alike. :;What are some ways that
farms differ from one another?

age-- 2
,What kind of farm is this
story about?

steal another bush,

of machinery
ps growp !

-orange



Appendix H Continued .

7he story says that a field of
orange trees iS a busy place at
many tiMes of the year/ What
are some of the tilings an
orange grower has to do to
take care of his trees?

Why are b
treeS

page_5
S. What are -sothe of-the things

farmers do te getrid-of,
insects?

6. What happens after a big tent
is placed over an orange tree?

-drive traCtors between
rees

turn over the dirt
keep the grass frem

-prune the!trees
se the oranges get more sunlight_____

_ _

- fertilize the trees
.-so they produce lots of oranges 4.

page 46
7. -What does cold weather do

orange trees?

What drthl farmvs do to save
the trees from the cold
weather?

- page 5

When do orange farmers:need
to hire more people to help
theM?

' Ways of the Weather

In the year 1900 while huntin
in norithern Asia, a Russian
stumbled, over the body of a
huge animal. Can you tell me
where the body was located?

What did the hunter-see when
he looked at the anjmal?

The animal was far too big for
the hunter to move hitself.
So-can you tell me what the
man did to the animal?

What did:the man do with the
tusks he cut off animal?

-so the oranges get more sunlight
-so they will grow bigger

-

- insecticide

-fumigate
-ladybugs

-the farmer releases a special gas
witich,kills insects

-frost kills new orange buds

stall stove in the grove
heat the air '

-wh n the oranges are ripe and must
be Ticked, -

,-he was frozen in the ice
-only'his head was sticking' out

-took them to a trading post
-sold them-



Appendi H ContinUed

At the tradihg post, the hunter
told the manager abopt the
beast, and the manager zlecog-
nized it.- What kind of anima

What are some of the things
_he-menageri-t
about mammoths?

-mammoth

-a kind of elephant-
--diedoutabeiltI0;000 years ago
-discovery had to be reported to
government according to law

na report) According
Russian law, what was the
huntrr supposed to do about
the animal he-found?

-report' the governmen

The hunter notified the goverh .
ment that he had found a
mammoth, and the government
sent a group of 'scientists to
he apot where:the maranoth was

located. What were some of the
thingt that the scientists did
to get the animal out of the
ground

. -.1

Once the scie tists got the
anizial thawed out, what did
they do with the body?

put up a wooden building around the
body

-1.i.ghted fires
(melt the ice

to thaw out the

7. Where did the scientists send
the animal?

What waS the weather like in r
this part, of northern Asia
whenflie:Mammoth was alive?

What does the story say about
.the weather .in northern Asia
today?

'10.'In what.po
mammoth wh
melted the

ition wasthe
n.the scientists-
ice around him?

Where were the mammoth' legs?

What happened to part of the
mammoth's:head?

-cut it into parts
-packed'up the part
7refroze them in the cold
-put them on a sled
-sent them to the railroad 5ation

-to the railroad station
-to a museum

-warm and swiny

-land of everlasting ice and
-coldest temperatures in the
there

-sitting

4
-back legs:underneath h'-
on his.back legs) .

_-one front leg raise4

snow
world

-it was eaten
irfwas daten by= wolves

I ,



ppendix a Continued

15.-The stow says that,the an
mal's body was perfectly
preserved, that is, in, perfec
condition when the scientists
dug him up. What ddes the
story say ibout the'animal s

ody-that-is-SoLsurp ink

14 Why did the mammoth's body
stay fresh and not decay
after he died?

-meat v,ery fresh

',could be:eaten- 7
-buttercups o- its ton

-not enough timel after he died before
he was frozen

-temperature-dropped so fast and it got
so cold th t body-was frOzensolid

in
an instan

What had the anima ,been
doing just before it died?

16. 1 story says that just before
the mammoth,died it had been'
feeding on grass and flowers
'n the warm supshine. Then,
something happened. What,;was
it?.

feeding on grass and flowers-

17. The story talk, about an
unsolved mystery. What is
it that scientists cannot
figure out d6out what happened .

perature dropped in a matter of
seconds (suddenly)

7the animal was frozen
-he didn't have a chance to swallow
This meal

,4what force iould have caused such a
sudden and complete.change in the
weather

-what,cauSed themperature
so suddenly

drop



res

The rnanagr there bought the b1513 atid enth. d abo

aut. Fr OM what Ll. huiiler to i,ld hm the man tecogruzed

-.- marrinioth: lepbant diedhat had oat

10,000 years . According to Russian law, afl man- -lot 1 arid

.other froien dscovetes to he reported 6 ii

. 1

,governmen 41.6 hunter ma this, and 'a group scientists a

sent to tl apt.

_Figure I. amPhe page f om the intoned Ltext of ri and' lee 974)
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Nina had to play with thern. Nina very angry

will not .play with ucrnr=-he said. io

Tbat what ill- do!"

in

Then Of 5he went dwi: 'the Mad

Fii page of the in t ext



This story áppeid long time

84

It happened a girl named N a.

That rnmex Nina and h mother were living on arrn.

Nina did not like the children wiio lived

down h__e road . But her mother SaId

thatnina had to play iNith them. Nina

rill -Iwt play with them. ,she =id tO herse

run awar That's What' I l dor.

Nina put bread and butter in a bag.

Thn off she went d

F .Sarin e rie andom t ext .



zumn er Nina. and-, her mother ii11 on a tarm.

a did not like the children vho

o n the itoad. But her mothe


